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VOLUME XXV.

MOUNT VERNON, OHIO: TUESDAY, AUGUST 13, 1861.

NUMBER 17,

.
It was a grauo and solemu spectacle; theem*
i majorities, Virginia, Kentucky, North Carolina, thus revive and restore the falling fortunes of the military force of the country, if necessary for words of the time9, nulus liber homo, in the lac- • bail8a<j0,s of three and thirty sovereignities and!
to
the
Presidency
of
the
United
States.
He
their support and execution ; but to do all this in guage ol Chatham, worth all the classics; reco'- op thirty«one millions people, the mightiest re.
NVILiLCll OF
chooses to pass over the fact that the party to ! Tennessee, and Missouri all declared for the old the Republican party.
only with law and with decisions of ered aud confirmed a hundred times afterwards, pU^j;c on earth, ir. general Congress sesembled,
ION. C. L. VALLANDIGHAM, which he thus owes bis place and his present Union, aud every heart beat high with hope that I can hardly conceive sir, that the President compliance
genate, too, and this House, were soos^'
! in due course of time, and through faith aud pa and hia advisers could be guilty of the exceed the tribunals. If, by au ingenious devices, those as often as violated and stolen away and finally (
power
of
mischief,
is
wholly
and
totally
a
sec

who resist the laws escape fiom the reach of the
In the House of Representatives.
a^,;e8l afi{} most distinguished staiesmans.
tional organization; and as such condemned by tience and peace, and by ultimate and adequate ing folly of expecting to carry on a general civ judicial authority, as it is now provided to be ex and firmly secured al last by the great act ot
the country ; men whose names Were familiar
Washington, by Jefferson, Webster and Clay, compromise, every State would be restored to it. il wur by a mere posse comitatus of three-months’ ercised, it is entirely competent to Con-aress to Charles 11, and translerred thence to our own
Constitution and Laws, has been wantonly and ,
whole countrv—some of them destined to
Washington City, July 10.18G1.
and by all the foundders and preservers of the it is true, indeed, sir, that the Republican party, militia. It may tie, indeed, that, with wicked make such new provisions as the exigency ol the ruthlessly
trampled in the dust. Ay, sir, that ■
into history. The new wings of the Capitol
und
most
desperate
cunning,
the
President
meant
with
great
unamity
and
great
earnestness
and
Republic,
aud
utterly
inconsistent
with
the
prin

The House being in “Committee of the Whole
case may demand.”
great writ, bearing, by special command ot Pat had but just recently been finished, in ail their
the slete cf the Union
ciples, or the peace, the stability or the existence determination, had resolved against all compro all this a mere entering wedge to that which was
Treason, sir rank treason, all this to day limeut, those other uncouth but magic words, per gorgeous magnificence, bjiU, except a hundred
to
rive
the
oak
asunder
;
or
possible
as
a
test,
to
mise
and
conciliation.
But,
on
the
other
hand,
Mr. VALLANDIGHAM. Mr. Chairman, :n even, of our Federal system. Sir, there never
learn the public sentiment of the North and And yet, thirty years ago, it was true Union statutum Iricessitno primo Caroli seenndi i cyis, marines at the navy-yard, not a soldier was within
Constitution of the United States, which the was an hour, from the organization of this sec the whole Democratic party, and the whoie Con West. But, however that may be, the rapid patriotism and sound constitutional lew I Sir, which no English Judge, no English minister, no forty miles of Washington.
stitutional
Union
party,
were
equally
resolved
ler day we swore to support, and by the au< tional party, when it was not predicted by the
secession movemen's of Virginia, North Caroli 1 prefer the wisdom and stern fidelity to princi kiug or queen of England, dare disobey ; that
Sir, the Congress of the United States meets
>rity of which we are assembled here to day, it wisest men and truest patriots, and when it ought that there should be ao civil war upon any pre na, Arkansas, and Tenntssee, takirg with them, ple of the fathers.
writ brought over by our lathers and cherished by here again to-day ; hut how changed the scene.
text.,
and
both
sides
prepared
for
an
appeal
to
not to have been known by every intelligent man
written:
Such
was
the
voice
of
Webster,
and
such
let
them as a priceless inheritance of liberty, au Instead ot thirtyffonr States twr-niy-three only,
that great and final arbiter of all disputes in a as I have said elsewhere, four millions and a
'‘AU legislative powers granted shall be vest- in the country, that it must sooner or later, pre free country—the people.
half of people, immense wealth, inexhaustible me add, the voice, in his last great speech in American President has coutewpoously set at one fess than
no rates forty years ago, aro
cipitate
a
revolution
and
a
dissolution
of
the
in a Congress of the United Stutea.”
Sir, I do not propose to inqaire now whether resource, five hundred thousand fighting men, the Seuate, cf the DoVQLas, whose death the defiance. Nay, more, he has ordered his suh'or- here or in the other wit g of the Capitol, f- ortyUnion. The President forgets already that, on
dinate military chiefs lo suspend it at their die,- six Senators and one hundred and seventy-three
graves of Washington and Jackson, and land now mourns.
it is further written also that the Congress to the 4th of March, he declared that the platform the President and his Cabinet were sincere and and
Next after the blockade, sir, in the catalogue c-retioo I And yet, after aii this, he cuoiy comes
ich oil legislative powers granted are thus of that party was “a law unto him,” by which he in earnest, and meant really to persevere to the bringing up loo, in one single day, ihe frontier of daring executive usurpations, comes the proc before this House and the donate and the Coun Repi eseutative-5 constitute ih« Congress of the
Cow United States. And of these, eight Sena
imitted —
meant to be governed in his administration; and end in the policy of peace; or whether from the from the Gulf to the Ohio aud the Potomac, to lamation ot the 3d of May, and the orders of the.
try, aud pleads that he is only preserving and tors and tweotyfour Representatives, from four
first they meant civil war, and only waited to gain gether with the abandonment by the one side,
‘Shall make no law abridging the fseedotn of yet that platform announced that whereas their time till they were fairly seated in power, and aud the occupation by the other, of Harper’s War and Navy Departments in pursuance cf it protecting the Constitution ; aud ocaiaad& and Slates only, huger here yet as deputies from that
were two separate and distinct kinds of labor
tech or of the press.”
and forms of civilization in the two different sec had disposed, too, of that prodigious horde of Ferry and Noifoik navy-yard; aud the sudden -—a proclamation and usurpation which would expects of this House and of (he Senate and the great South which, from the teg>n«ong of tbs
tnd it is yet further written, in protection of tions of the Union, yet that the entire national spoilsmen and office seekers, which came down gust and whirlwind of passion iu the North, haVj cost any Euglish sovereign his head at any country their thanks for his usurpations of pow Government, contributed so much to morld jtst
nators and Representatives in the freedom of domain, belonging in common to all the Stales, at first like au avalanche upon them ? But I do comptiled either a sudden waking up of the time within the last two hundred years. Sir, the er ; while outside of this Capitol, his myrmidons policy, to build tip its greatness, and to control
>ata here, without which there can be no lib- should be taken, possed, and held by one section know that the people believed them sincere, and President and his advisers to the frightful sig Constitution not only confines to Congress the are clamoring for ltnpeachmeui ot the Cbiet Jus its destinies. All the other States of ibe South
*y •
alone, aud consecrated to that kind of labor and cordially ratified and aproved of the policy of nificanoy of 'he act which they had committed right to declare war, but expressly provides that tice, as engaged in a conspiracy to break down are gone. Twenty-two Senators aud sixty.free
Representatives no longer answer to their names;
“That for any speech or debate in either House form of civilization aloue which prevailes in that war, in a whirlwind of passion and madness, but iu heedlessly breaking the vase which imprison “Congress (not the President) shall have power t .e Federal Government I
Sir, however math necessity—the tyrant’s plea The vacaut seats are, indeed, stiil here ; aod the
shall not be questioned in any other place.” section which by mere numerical superiority, had calmly and soberly, and as the result of their de ed the slumbering demon of civil war, or else to raise aud support armies;” and to “ to provide
and maintain a navy.” In pursuance ofihis au. —may he urged in extenuatiou of the usurpa
Holding up the shield ot the Constitution, and chosen the President, and now has, and for some liberate and most solemn judgment; and believ a premature but most rapid development of the thority, Congress, years ago, had fixed the num tions and infractions ot the President in regard e-Cutcheous of their respective States look down
tnding here in the place and with the manhood years past has had, a mafority in the Senate, as ing that civil war was ab-olute and eternal dis daring plot to foster and promote secession, and ber of officers, aud of the regiments, of the dif to public liberty, there can be no such apology now solemnly and sadly from these vaulted ceil
Representative of the people, I propose to from the beginning of the Government it had al union, while secession was but partiai and tem theu to set up a new aud strong form of govern ferent kinds of service; and also the number of or defenre tor his invasions of private right.— ings- But the Virginia of Washington, and Hen
yself, to day, the ancient freedom of speech so in ibe House. He omits, too, to tell the coun porary, they cordially indorsed also the proposed ment iu the States which might remain in the • 'tips, officers, marines, and seamen which shou’d What overruling necessity required the Violation ry, and Madison, ot Marshall and Jefferson, of
Randolph, and Monroe, the birth piano ot Clay,
led within these walls; though with somewhat try and the world—for he speaks, and and we all evacuation of Sumter and the other forts aud Union.
But whatever may have been the purpose, I compose the Navy. Not only that, but Congress of the sanctity of private property aud private the mother of States and of President ; the Caro
OW, I trust, of decency and discretion than speak now, to the world and prosterity — that be public property within the seceded States. Nor,
has
repeatedly,
w
thin
the
last
five
years,
refused
confidence
;
What
great
public
danger
demand

kve sometimes been exhibited heie. Sir, I do himself and his prime ministers, the Secretary of sir, will I stop now to explore the several claus assert here to-day, as a Representative, that ev to increase the regular Army. More than that ed the airest aud imprisonment, without U'.ai by lines of Pinckney and Sumter and Marion, of
it propose to di»cu?X the direct question of the State, declared three yearS ago, and have main es which either led to a change in the apparent ery principal act of the Administration since, still: in February and March last, the House up common law, of one single citizen, tor au act Calhoun and Macon ; aud Tennessee 'he horae
>il .war in which we a?« engaged. Its present tained ever since, that there was a "irrepressible policy or an early development of the Adminis’ has been a glaring usurpation of power, and a on seveial test votes repeatedly and expressly re done weeks before, opeuly, and by the authority of Jackson ; and other Slates, too, Once most loy
and true, are no longer here. The voices aud
Becution is a foregoing conclusion; and a conflict” between the two sections of this Union; traiion. But there are two whiCU I cannot pass palpable and dangerous violation of that very fused to auihorize the President to accept the of i is State? If guilty of treason, was not the al
footsteps of the great dead of the past tWo ages
man never wnsfces his atreNgih on a fruitless that the Union could not endure part slave and by. And the first of these was party necessity, Constitution which this civil war is professedly service of volunteers for the very purpose of pro judicial power ample enough aud strong enough of the Republic, linger still it may he in echo,
lerpriae. My position shall at present, (or the part fiee; and that the whole power and influ or the clamors of politicians, and especially of waged io support. Sir, 1 pass by the proclama tecting the public property, enforcing the laws, tor Lis conviction aud puuishment? What, then, along the stately corridors of this Capitol ; but
iat part, be indicated by ray votes, and by the ence of the Federal Governme.it must beuceforth certain wicked, reckless, and unprincipled con tion of the 10th of April, summoning the militia and collecting the revenue. And yet the Presi was needed in his case, but the precedent under their descendants from nearly one half 6f the'
ductors ot a partisan press. The peace policy —not to defend this capital ; there is not a word
loluttons and motions which I may submit.— be put fonh to circumscribe and hem in slavery
was crushing out the Republican parly. Under about the capita! in the proclamation, and there dent, of his own mere will and authority, and iu which other men, in other places, might become States of the Republic will meet with us no more
it there are many .questions incident to the within its existing limits.
And, now, sir, how comes it that the President that policy, air, it was melting away like snow was theu no possible danger to it from any quar violation of the Constitution, has proceeded to the victims ot executive suspicion and displeas within these marble halls. But in the parks and
and to its 'prosecution, about which I hare
lawns, and upon the broad avenues of this «oa<
has forgotten to remind us, also, that when the before the sun. The general elections iu Rhode ter ; but to retake and occupy forts and property iucreuse, and has increased, the standing Army ure 7
tewbat to say now.
by twenty.five thousand men ; the Navy by eigh
to the pretense, str, that the President has cious city, seventy-thousand soldiers have sup
Mr. Chairman, tibe S^resider.t, io the message party thus committed to the principle of deadly island aud Connecticut, and municipal elections a thousand miles off—summoning, 1 say, the teen thousand; and has called fur and accepted theAsconstitutional
right to suspend the writ of ha plied their places ; and the morning drum-heat
fore «e, demands the extraordinary loan of hate and hostility to the slave institutions of the in New York and in the Western States, gave militia to suppress the so-called insurrection. the services of forty regiments of volunteers for beas corpus, 1 will not waste time or breath in from a score of encampments within sight ofihis
,00,000,000—an amount oeariy ten times great- Saulh, and the men who bad proclaimed the doc- abundant evidence that the people were resolved I do not believe indeed, no man believed in Feb three years, numbering forty-two thousand men, arguing it. The case is as plain as words can beleaguered Capitol, give melancholy warning to
upon the most ample and saiiofuctory constitu ruary last, when Mr. Stanton of Ohio, introduced
tban the entire public debt, State and Federal, tiiuo of the irrepressible conflict, and who, in the
and making thus a grand nrmy or military force make it. It is a legislative power ; It is found the representatives of the States and of the peo
tional guarantees to the South as the price of a
the cioae of the Revolution in 1783, and four dilemma or alternative of this conflict, were re- restoration ot the Union. And then it was, sir, bis bill to enlarge the act of 1795, ti at that act raised by executive proclamation alone, without ouly in the legislative article ; it belongs to Con ple, that amid arms laws are silent.
ever
contemplaied
the
case
of
a
general
revolu

solved
that
“
the
cotton
and
rice
fields
of
South
les^ts modh as the total expenditures during
sanction of Congress, without warrant of law, and gress only to do it. ^Subordinate officers have
Sir, some years hence, 1 would fain hope some
three jewr's war with Great Britain, in 1812. Carolina, and the sugar plantations of Louisiana, that the long aud agouizing howl of defeated tion, and of resistance by an organized Govern in direct violation of the Constitution and of his disobeyed it; General Wilkinson disobeyed it, months hence, if I dure, the present generation
and
Oisappotuted
politicians
caiue
up
before
the
ment.
But
no
matter.
The
militia
thus
call

fhoutd
ultimately
be
tilled
by
free
labor,
”
had
ob

Sir, that same 'Constitution which 1 again hold
oath
of
office,
of
eighty-five
thousand
soldiers
en

will demand to know the cause of all this ; and
and to which I give my whole heart and my tained power aud place in iho common Govern- Administration. The newspaper press teemed ed out, with a shadow, at It ast, of authority, aud listed for three and five years, and already in the but he sent his prisoners on for judicial trial ; some ages hereafter the grand and impartial tri
most loyalty, ’Conssraails to Congress alone the m-tui of the Slates, the South, except one State, with appeals aud threats to the President. The for a period extending one month after the field. And yet the President now asks us to sup General Jackson disobeyed it, and was repri bunal of history will make solemn aud diligent
iwer to borrow money and to fix the purposes to c lose Hist to demand solemn constitutional guar mails groaned under the weight of letters de- assembling of Congress, were amply sufficient port the Army which he has thus raised ; to rati manded by James Madison ; but no President, inquest of the authors of this terrible revolution.
»ich it shall he applied, aud expressly limits antees for protection against the abuse of the mgudtng a change ot policy , while a secret con to protect the capital against any force which fy his usurpations by a law ex post facto, and no body but congress, ever before assumed the
■ 1 1 etflfW . .vi
.
iy appropriations to the term of two years.— tremendous power and patronage aud influence clave ol the Governors of Massachusetts, New was likely to be sent against it—and the event thus to make ourselves parties to our own deg. right to suspend it. And, sir, that other pre
FANNON’S MARE.
ich Senator and Representative, therefore, of the Federal Government, for the purpose of fork, Ohio, aud other States, assembled here, has proved it—-and ample enough to suppress redation, and to his infractions of the Constitu tense, of necessity, I repeat, cannot be allowed.
ist judge fot himself, upon his conscience and securing the great end of the sectional conflict, promised men aud money to support the Presi the outbreak in Maryland. Every other princi tion. Meanwhile, however, be has taken good It had no existence in lact. The Constitution
tKClDENT or IHE REVOUnfOK
,th, and before God and the country of the ju«- before restoring to secession or revolution at all? dent iu ihe irrepressible conflict which they now pal act of the Administantion might very well care, not only to enlist tho men, organize the cannot be preserved by violating it. It is an of
;e and wisdom and policy of the President’s de- Did hs not know—how could he be ignorant— mvuked. Ana thus it was, sir, that the necessi have been postponed, until the meeting of Con regiment, and muster them into service, but to fense to the intelligence of this House and of the
Theexp!oit8 of fannon, the famous lory parti
and, and whenever this House shall become a that at the last session of Congress, every sub ties of a pasty in the pangs of dissolution, in the gress ; or, if the exigencies of the occasion de provide in advance for a horde of forlorn, worn country, to pretend that all this, aud the other san of North Carolina, would make a body of faoU
gross
aud
multiplied
infractions
of
the
Constitu
very
hour
and
article
of
death,
demanding
vigor

manded
it,
Congress
should
forthwith
have
been
stantive
proposition
for
adjustment
and
compro
iere office wheriti to register the decrees of the
out, and broken down politicians of his own par
xecutive, it will be high time to aho'iah it — mise, except that offered by ihe gentleman from ous measures, which could result in nothing but assembled. What if two or three States should ty, by appointing, either by himself or through tiou and usurpations of power were done by the more interesting than any tale of fiction. He was
civil
war,
renewed
secession,
and
absolute
and
President and his advisers out cf pure love and a reckless fellow—bloody minded as the houuds of
not
have
been
represented,
allhough
even
this
Illinois,
[Mr.
Kellogj
—
aud
we
all
know
how
that
lut 1 have a right, I believe, sir, to say that,
the Governors of States, major generals, briga
twever gentlemen upon this side of the Cham- was received — came from the South? Stop a eternal disutou, were preferred and hearkened need not have happened ; hut belter this, a dier generals, colonels, lientenaut colonels, ma devot.ou to the Constitution. But if so, sir, then Hayti. He sometimes slew the helpless fn cold
they have but one step foriher to take, aud dt- blood—the coward ! But he had that instinctive
to belore the peace aud harmony aud prosperity thousand times, thaw that the Constitution should
ir may differ finally as to tho war. we are yet moment, and let us see.
be repeatedly and flagrantly violated, and pub jors, captains, lieutenants, adjutants, quarter" elare, in the language ot Sir Boyle Roche in the
The committee ot ihirty-three was moved for of the whole country.
■raly and inexorably uuited in one thing at least,
masters,
and
surgeons,
without
any
limit,
to
num
But there was another and yet stronger im lic liberty and private right trampled under foot.
Irish House of Commons, that such is the depth tone and bearing of authority that kept his people
id that in the determination that onrown rights in this House by a gentleman from Virginia, the
hers, and without so much as oace saying to of their attachment to it, that they are prepared within the meies and bounds of his own despotic
pelling
cause
without
which
this
horrid
calam

As
for
Harper's
Ferry
and
the
Norfolk
navy-yard,
second
day
of
the
session,
aud
received
the
vote
id dignities and privileges as the ReprcsentaCongress—“ By your leave, gentlemen.”
to give up, not merely a part, but the whole of will. He and his party were one day resting
res of the people, shall be maintained in their of every southern Representative present, except ity ot civil war might have been postponed, and, they rather needed protection against the Ad
Beginning with this wide breach of ihe Con the Constitution, to preset ve the remainder. And themselves by a spring, lounging here ano u<era
perhaps,
dually
averted.
Due
of
the
last
and
ministration,
by
whose
orders
millions
of
prop

irit and to the very letter. And be this ns it only the members from South Carolina, who de
stitution, this enormous usurpation of the most
xy, 1 do know that there are some here present clined to vote. In the Seuate the committee of worst acta ot a Congress, which, born iu in bit erty were wantonly destioyed, which was not in dangerous of all powers—the power of the sword sir, if indeed this pretext of necessity be well on the green grass in the shade of the trees. One
,o are resolved to assert aud exercise these thirteen was moved for by a Senator from Ken- terness aua nurtured tu cuuvulsion, nteially did the slightest danger from any quarter, at the —other infractions and assumptions were easy ; founded, then let me say, that a oauso which de of Ids subordinates, a big, strong mail, bad got
mands the sacrifice ot the Constitution and of the mad with him. His r«ge Lad been boiling in him
;ht9, with becoming decency and moderation ncky, [Mr. Powell,] and received the silent ac those things which itougut not to have done, aud date of the proclamation.
ietl undone those things which it ought to have
But, sir, Congress was not assembled at once, and after public liberty, private right soon fell. dearest security of property, liberty, and life, can lor several days; and soma fresh affront caused
jrtaiuly, but at the same time fully, freely, and quiescence of every southern Senator present.— done,
was the passage of an uoscuie, ill consider ns Congress should have been, and the great The privacy of the telegraph was invaded in the not be just, or at least it is not worth the sacri his anger to b.-come ungovernable—he drew his
The Crittenden propositions, too, were moved al
every hazard.
sword, and was resting with hfa elbow on the
ed, Ui-digesieu, and unstaiesmanlike high pro question of civil war submitted to their deliber search after treason and traitors; although it fice.
I Sir, it is an ancient and wise practice of the so by another Senator from Kentucky, [Mr. Crit tective
ground and his hami unuer his head. Hisdevot.tar ff act, cotumouly known as "tue Moi- ations. The representatives of the States and turns out, significantly enough, that the ouly vic
Sir, I am obliged to pass by, for want of time, ed
igiish Commons, »o precede all votes of supples tenden.] now a member ot this House; a man ri 11 tariff.
followeis were around hiiu, and he hearU the
tim,
so
far,
is
one
of
the
appointees
and
special
’’ Just about the same time, loo, the of the people were not allowed the slightest voice
other grave and dangerous infractions and usur
an inquiry into abuses and grievances, and es- venerable for his years, loved for his virtues, dis Confederate
Cuugress al Montgomery adoptea iu ibis the most momentous question ever pre pets of the Administration. The telegraphic dis pations of the President since the 1st of April. click of their locks, as they cocked their rifles.—
tinguished
for
his
services,
honored
for
his
patri

>cially into any infractions of the constitution
“Let him atone
crl.d Fannon iu Ida tharp,
our old tariff of 1857, which we had just reject sented to any Government. The entire respon patches, preserved under every pledge of secrecy
id the laws by the executive. Let us follow otism; for four-and-forty years a Senator, or in ed to make way for the Morrill act, fixing tueir sibility of the whoie work was boldly assumed for the protection and safety of the telegraph I only allude caounlly to the quartering of sol quick lone. He luid still, calm and self-possessed *
is safe practice. We are now in the Commii- other public office; devoted fiom the first hour of rate ot duties at five, fifteen, and twenty per by the Executive, and all the powers required companies, were seized and carried away without diers in piivate houses without the consent of the with his keen, dark eyes fixed on the r»giug lieu
e of the Whole on the state of the Union ; and hia manhood to the Union of these States; and cent, lower than ours. The result was as inev for the purposes in hand were boldly usurped search warrant, without probable cause, without owuers, and without any manner having been tenant, as he made a tremendous plunge m his
breast. But when the stroke came its object sweri the exercise of.my right and my duty as a who, though he himself proved his courage fifty itable us the laws ot trade are inexorab e. Trade
oath, and without discription of the places to be prescribed by law ; to the censorship over the
epreeentative, and availing myself of the lafi- years ago upon the battle-field against the for and com-jueree—anu especially me trade and from either the States or the people, or from the searched or ot the things to be seized, and in telegraph, aud the infringement repeutedly, in ••d uway like a snake, and the baffled man piuuged
legislative
department;
while
the
voice
of
the
one or more of the States, of the right of the pto hissword into the ground Quick as lightning
ide of debate allowed here, I propose to consid eign enemies of his country, is now, thank God, commerce of the West—b6gau to look to the
that last refuge arid hope of liberty, plain violation of the right of the people to be se pie to keep arms for their defense. But If all f uanon's sharp blade passed through his gigantic
the present state of the nation, and supply al- still for compromise at home, today. Fortunate South. Turned out of their natural course years judiciary,
cure in their houses, persons, papers and effects,
these things, I ask, have been done in the first form—“'t hus and thus I punish those who rtf.mre
some few of the many omissions of the Presi- only that he has survived a Uuion and, I fear, a ago, by the canals and railroads of Pennsylvania was turned away from with contempt.
Sir, the right of blockade—and I begin with against unreasonable searches and seizures.— two months after the commencement of this war, gard my authority !”—aud his eyes giowea und
snt in the message belore us. Sir, he has mi Constitution younger than himself.
sparkled liKe a serpent's. T he u an sauk to tn«
The Border State propositions also were pro and New York, aud diverted eastward at a heavy it—is a beligerent right, incident to a state of One step more, Sir, will bring upon us search aud by men not military chieftains and unused earth torever
staken to give us Information of the state ol
to the West, they threatened now to resume war, and it cannot be exercised until war has and seizure of the public mails , and finally, as to arbitrary power, what may we not expect to
ie Union, as the Constitution requires hitn to do; jected by a gentleman from Maryland, not now loss
But Faunon’s mare is written at the heed cf tfcfa
in the worst days of English oppression—as in
id it was bis duty, as an honest Executive, to a member of this House, and presented by a gen their ancient and accustomed channels —the been declared or recognized j and Congress the times of the Bussells and the bydneys of Eng see done in three years, and by the successful sheet; aud she is the heroine of the present Wrflalone
can
declare
or
recognize
war.
But
Conwater-courses
—
the
Ohio
aud
the
Mississippi.
lleman
from
Tennessee,
(Mr.
Etheridge,)
now
heroes
of
ihe
fight?
Sir,
the
power
aud
rights
ing.
Achilles had hlsXuuthus and Balas aud Padtake that information full, impartial and comlish martyrdom—of the drawers and secretaries
lete, instead of spreading before us a labored the Clerk of this House. And yet all these pro Aud political association aud union, it was well grass had not declared or recognized war. On of the private citizens ; though even them ty- ot the States and the people, aid of their Rep- arga; Alexander had his Bucephalus; .McDonald
nd lawyerly vindication of his own course of positions, coming thus from the South, were sev known, must soon follow the direction ot iuteresl the contrary it had but a little while before ex rants had the grace to look to the forms of the reseutaiives, have been usurped ; the sanctity or had his Selim. Fannon was a man of blood,-like
olicy_ a policy which has precipitated us into erally and repeatedly rejected by the almost uni aud trade. T he city of New York, the great pressly refused to declare it, or to arm the Pres1 law, and the execution was judicial murder, not th8 piivate house and of private property has them, aud like them he had his luvorfte ohar.ery
, terrible and bloody revolution. He admits the ted vote ot the Republican party in the Senate commercial emporium of the Uniou, aud the ideut with the power to make it. And thus the military slaughter. But who shall say that the been invaded ; and the liberty of the person wan and f aunon’s mare was worthy of hor owner, “or
a better man.” He called her the Reu I)oe,
vet; he admits tnat, to-day, we are in the midst and the House. The Crittenden propositions, Northwest, the chief granary of the Uuion, be President, in declaring a blockade of certain future Tiberius of America shall have the mod tonly and wickedly stricken down ; free speech, even
from her resemblance iu color to a deer. JShe wua
a general CIVIL war, not now a mere pet- for which Mr. Davis, now President of the Con gan to clamor, now, toudty for a repeal of the ports in the States of the South, aud in applying esty of his Roman predecessors, in extenuation too, has been repeated denied ; and all this un a rare animul—fleet, powerful, intelligent, o,- iie
insurrection, to be suppressed in twentv days federate States, aud Mr. Toombs, his Secretary pernicious and ruiuous tariff. Threatened thus to it the rules governing blockades as between of whose character it is written by the great his der the plea of necessity. Sir, the right of pe as a lamb—and her owner valued her, I dare eay,tition will follow next—nay, it has been shaken ;
a proclamation aud & posse comitatus of three of State, both declared in ihe Senate that they with the loss of both political power aud wealth, independent Powers violated the Constitution,
But if, on the other hand, he meant to deal torian avertii oeculos,jussitque scelera non spec- and the freedom of ihe press will fall after it • above kiug or country; or tho life of his fellow
would be satisfied, and fir which every southern or the repeat of the tariff, and al last of both ;
joutb’s militia.
man. Site bore hifn proudly ana fearlessly in the
tacit.
New
England
—
aud
Pennsylvania,
too,
the
land
with
these
States
as
still
in
the
Union,
and
sub
Sir. it has been the misfortune of the President Senator aud Representative voted, never, on any
aud let me whisper in your ear, there will be few bloody skirmish or the quick retrert. When be
Sir,
the
tights
of
property
having
being
thus
of
Penn,
cradled
in
peace
—
demanded
now
coer*
ject
to
Federal
authority,
then
he
usurped
a
om the beginning that he has totally and whol- one occasion, received one solitary vote from ihe
to mourn over its loss, uulees, indeed, its ancient stood iuthe silent ambush, the faithful brute wax
cion and civil war, with all its horrors, as the power which belongs to Congress alone—the wontonly violated, it needed but a little stretch of higbt and honorable character shall be rescued by liis side, ever ready to bear him wiiftheravever
underestimated the magnitude and character Republican party in either House.
usurpation
to
invade
the
sanctity
of
the
person
;
price
ot
preserving
either
from
destruction.
Ay,
power
to
abolish
and
close
up
ports
of
entry
;
a
he wonld. But Fanuon lost his mare.
The Adams or Corwin amendment, socalled,
the revolution with which he had to deal, or
and a victim was not long wanting. A private and redeemed from its present reckless mandaciDown Oh the east ol the Little Rfver, the j arti
irely he never would have ventured upon the reported from the committee of ihirty-three, and sir, Pennsylvania, the great keystone of the arch power, too, which Congress had also refused a citizen of Maryland, not subject to the rules aud ty and degradation, Freedom of religion will yield
of
the
Union,
was
willing
to
lay
the
whole
weight
few
weeks
before
to
exercise.
And
yet,
without
and some of his followers one day captured a
icked and hazardous experiment of calling the only substantive amendment proposed from
too, at last, amid the exultant shouts of millions, san
articles
of
war
—
not
in
a
case
arising
in
the
land
man
by the name of Hunter—a whig irom the
lirty million people to arms among themselves the Republican side, was but a bare promise that of her iron upon that sacred arch, and crush it the repeal or abolition of ports of entry, any at
who have seen its holy temples defiled its white country about Salisbury, N. C. This was stiffin,
or
naval
forces,
nor
iu
the
militia
when
in
actual
'ithout the counsel aud authority of Congress Congress should never be amhorized to do what beneath the load. The subjugation ot ihe buuih tempt by either Congress or the President to
robes
of
a
former
innocence
trampled
How
under
entcause for death, aud Fannon told tin man he
lut when at last he four.d himself hemmed in by no sane mao ever believed Congress would un — ay, sir, the subjugation ot ihe Souih 1 1 am blockade these ports is a violation of the spirit, service—is seized in his own bouse iu the dead the polluting hoofs cf an ambitious and faithless should hand him. Hunter was evidently a man
,e revolution, and this city in danger, as lie de- dertake to do—abolish slavery in the States where not talking io children or fools ; for there is not if not of the letter, of that clause of the Con hour of night, not by any civil officer, nor upon or fanatical clergy. Meantime national banks, of times; but what could he do, alone anu defense
lares, and waked up thus, as the proclamation it exists, and yet even this proposition, moder a man in this House fit to be a Representative stitution which declares that “no preference any civil process, hut by a band of armed soldiers, bankrupt laws, a vast and permanent public debt, less, with a dozen bitter enemies? It was a case
f the 15th of April proves him to have wak d ate as it was, and for which every southern mem here who does not know tnat the South cannot shall be given by any regulation of commerce under the verbal ordefs of a military c lief, and high tariffs heavy direct taxation, enormous ex of complete desperation. The rope was ready,
p, to the reality aud significance of the move ber present voted, except one, was carried be forced to yield obedience to your laws aud au or revenue to the ports of one State over those is ruthlessly torn from his wife and bis children, penditure, gigantic and stupendous peculation, and a strong Oak threw out its convenient branch
and hurried off to a fortress of the United States
jeDt, why did he not forthwith assemble Con’ through this House by but one majority, after thority again until you have conquered and sub of another.
anarchy first aud a strong government afterwards es. Fannon told him he might pray, for his time
Sir, upon this point I do not speak without —and that fortress, as if in mockery; the very no more State lines, no more State governments, Was come. The poor man kueelec down, aud
ress, aud throw himself upon the wisdom and long and tedious dtlay, and with the utmost dif jugated her—the subjugation of the South, and
lit- 'brous
atriotism of the Representatives of the States ficulty—sixty-five Republican members, with the the closing up of her ports, first by force, in war, the highest authority. In the very midst of the one whose ramparts had floated that star-span and a consolidated monarchy or vast centralized seemed ab»brbed In his last petition
of mercy. Fauhon and his men stOou by, and the
~jd of the people, instead of usnrping powers resolute and determined gentleman from Penn and afterwards by the tai iff laws, in peace, was South Carolina nullification controversy, it was gled banner immortalized in song by the patriot military despotism must all follow in the history trusty
mafe stood among them, with the reius on
rhich the Constitution has expressly conferred sylvania [Mr. HickmanJ at their head, having deliberately resolved upon by the East. And suggested that in the recess of Congress, and prisoner who,
of the future, as iu the history of the past they her neck. They began to be impatient ibr tin fr
“ By the daion’s early light,"
ipon us ? ay, sir, and powers which Congress voted agaiust it and fought against it to the very sir, when ouce this policy was begun, the self without a law to govern him, the President, An
have, centuries ago, been written. Sir, 1 have victim to close his devotions! exercises. But they
same motives of warning cammercc and threat drew Jackson, meant to send down a fleet to saw Its folds gleaming amid the wreck of battle, said nothing, and have time to say nothing now, soon discovered more of eath than hvnvcu in
lad but a little while before repeatedly and em- last.
ihatically refused to exercise. But I shall recur
And not this only, but, as a part of the history ened loss of trade impelled the great city ot New Charleston and blockade the port. But the and invoked the blessings of Heaven upou it, and of the immense indebtedness and the vast ex Hunter’s thoughts; for he suddenly spruu/ ou.
of the last session, let me remind you that bills York, and her merchants and her politicians and bare suggestion called forth the indignant pro- prayed that it might long wave—
this point agaim
penditures which have already accrued, nor of Fanuou’s mare; bowed his head down on her pow
Sir, the President, in this message, has under- were introduced into this House proposing to ab her press, with here and there an honorable ex test of Daniel Webster, himself the arch enemy “ O'er the land of the free and the home of the the folly and mismanagement of the war so far, erful neck, pressed his heefs on het flanks, dbd
tken also to give us a summary of the causes olish and close np certain southern ports of en ceptioti, to place herself in the very front rank of nullification, and whose brightest laurels were
nor cf the atrocious and shameless peculations darted away like the Wind.
brace."
The tory rifles were leveled in a moment
rhich have led to this present revolution. He try; to authorize the President to blockade the among the worshippers of Moloch. Much, in won in three years’ conflict in the Senate Cham
and frauds which have disgraced it in the State
And, sir, when the highest judicial officer of Governments and the Federal Government from —“Shoot high ! Shoot high !” cried Fannon—
tas made out a case —he might, in my judgment southern coast; and to call out the militia and deed, of that outburst and uprising in the North, her with its ablest champions. In an address,
“
save
my mare !” The slugs ail whisited overlave made out a much stronger cose—agaios the accept the services of volunteers, not for three which followed the proclamation of the 15th of iu October, 1832, at Worcester, Massachusetts, the land, the Chief Justice of the Supreme Court, the beginning. The averaging hour for all these
Hunter’s back, save due that told with unerring
lecessioniats and disunionists of the South. All months merely, but without any limit as to ei April, as well, perhaps, as the proclamation it before a National Republican convention_ it upon whose shoulders, when tho judicial ermine will con e hef-ekfter, and I pass them by now.
aim, which tore and battered his shoulder oreadfai-,bis, sir, is very well as far as it goes. Bnt the ther numbers or time, for the very purpose of en self, was called forth, not so much by the fall was before the birth, or christening at least, of fell, it touched nothing not as spotless as itself,
J have finished now, Mr. Chairman, what I ly. He reeled on the saddle, and left sick at hearty
Resident does not go back far enough, nor in forcing the laws, collecting the revenue, and pro of Fort Sumpter—an event long anticipated—as the Whig party—the great expounder of the the aged, the venerable, the gentle aod pure proposed to Say at this time upon the message of but hope was before him, death behind him, amX
minded Taney, who but a little while before had the President. 'As to my own position iu regard he nerved himself for the race. On he sped—Ibe right direction. He forgets the still strong tecting the public property ; and were pressed by the notion that the “insurrection’' might be Constitution said :
“We are told sir, that the President will im administered lo the President the oath to pre to this most unhappy civil war, I have only to through woods and ravines, and brambles, did that
er case agaiust the abolitionists and disunionists vehemently and earnestly in this House prior to crushed out in a few weeks, if not by display, cer
jf the North and West. He omits to tell us that the arrival of the President in this dtp, and were taiuly, at least, by the presence of an overwhel mediately employ the military force, and at once serve the Constitution and to execute the laws, say that I starid to-day just where I stood upon power.ul mare eairy I.im safely Mid wifilv. Il x
blockade Charleston 1 A military remedy, a rem issued, as by law it was his sworn duty to issue, the 4th of March last; where the whole Demo enemies were in hot pursu t. ‘Thay followed htrn
,ecession and disunion had a New England ori- then, though seven States bad seceded and set ming force.
These, sir, were the chief causes which, along edy by direct beligerent operation, has thus been the high perogative writ of habeas corpus—ih&t cratic party, and the whole Constitutional Union by the trail of blood from his Wotinced sh< ulder—
rin and began in Massachusetts in 1804 at the up a government of their own, voted dowD, post
ime of the Louisiana purchase; were revived by poned, thrust aside, or in some other way dispos with others, led to a change in the policy of the suggested, and nothing else has been suggested great writ of right, that main bulwark of person party, and a vagi majority, as I believe of the He came to Little River; there jvhs no ford; tht>
he Hartford convention in 1814, and culminated, ed of, sometimes by large majorities in this Administration, and instead of peaee, forced us as the intended means of preserving the Union. al liberty, commanding the body of the accused people of the United States stood too. I am for bans was high, and a detp place in the stream boluring the war with Great Britain, in sending House, till at last Congress adjourned without headlong iuto civil war, with all its accumulated Sir, there is no little reason to think that this to be brought before him that justice might be peace, speedv, immediate, honorable peace, with to e him. But the foe came; he drew the rein,
suggestion is true. W6 cannot be altogether un done by due course of law, and without denial or all its blessines. Others may have changed ; I aud clapped his heels on her sides, aud the gallant
jommissioners to Washington to settle the terms any action at all. Peace then seemed to be the horrots.
But whatever may have been the causes or mindful of the past, and therefore we cannot be delay ; the gates of the fortress, its cannon turn have not. I question not their moives nor qnar mare plunged recklessly Into th~ stream, fche
•or a peaceable separation of New England from policy of all parties.
snorted in the spray as she rose, pawed the yield
Thus, sir, the case stood at twelvs o’clock on the motives of the act it is certain that there altogether unapprehensive for the future. For ed towards, and in plain sight of the city where rel with their course. It is vain and futile for ing wave, and tossed her beautiful mare above the
jther States of the Union. He lorgot to remind
is and the country, that this present revolution the 4th of March last, when, from the eastern was a change in the policy which the Adminis one, sir, I raise my voice beforehand against the the court sat, and frowning from the ramparts, them to question or to quarrel with mine. My surface, and skimmed along like a wild swan.—
vegan forty years ago in the vehement, persis portico of this Capitol, and in the presence of tration meant to adopt, or which at least they unauthorized employment of military power, and were closed against the officer of the law, and the duty shall be discharged, calmly, firmly, quietly, Hunter turned her down stieain, iu hope of evad
tent, offensive, most irritating and uoprovoke ag twenty thousand of his countrymen, but envelop, led the country to believe they intended to pur against superseding the authority of the laws, answer returned that the officer in Command has aud regardless of consequences. The approving ing her pursuers, aud she reared bug cached
tation of the Slavery question in the Norm and ed in a cloud of soldiery which no other Ameri sue. I will not venture now to assert, what may bv ah artned fotce, under pretense of potting by the authotity of the President suspended the voice of a conscience void of offense, and the through the flashing waters of the sk.-al, like tigli.
writ of habeas corpus. And thus it is, sir, that
Ling in a storm cloud.
Vest from the time of the Missouri controversy, can President ever saw, Abraham Lincoln took yet some day be made to appear, that the sub- down nullification. The President has no au the
accused has ever since been held prisoner approving judgement which shall follow “after
Fannon wls ou the trait, m,d rushed dbWn
Hth some short intervals, down to the present the oath of office to support the Constitution, and sequent acts of the Administration, and its enor thority to blockade Charleston."
sometime be past,” these, God help me, are my theBut
without
due
process
of
the
law;
without
bail;
bunk with all the rough energy th.it the loss of
Jackson! Jackson, sir !. the great Jackzon 1
time. Sir, if his statement of the case be the delivered his inaugural—a message, I regret to mous and persistent infractions of the Constitu
trust
and
support.
his favorite could inspire. Hauler turned ti <presentment by a grand jury ; without
whole truth and wholly correct then he Demo- say, not written in the direct and straightforward tion, its high handed usurpations of power, for did not dare to do it without authority of Con without
Sir, I have epoken freely and fearlessly to-day: mare to the opposite bank;—it was steep—seVerut
speedy or public trial by a petit jury of his own
sratic party and every member of it, and the language which becomes an American President med any part of a deliberate conspiracy to over gress ; but our Jackson of to-day, the little Jack- State or district, or any trial at all; without in as became an American Representative and an feet of perpendicular rock—but she planted her
Whig party, too, and its. predecessors, have been and an American statesman, and which was ex throw the present form of Federal republican son at the other end of the avenue, and the formation of the nature and cause of the accu* Amercftn cit’zen; one firmly resolved, come self on the 6hore at a bound; and then away shguilty for sixty years of an onjnst, unconstitu pected from the plain, blunt, honest man of the government, and to establish a strong consolida mimic Jacksons around him do blockade, not sation ; Without being confronted with the wit wbat may, not to lose his own constitutionel lib flew over the interminable forest of pihes, straight
tional, and most wicked policy in administering Northwest, but with the forked tongue and crook ted government in its stead. No sir; whatever only Charleston harbor, but the whole southern nesses ftgainst him ; without compulsory process erties, tor to Surrender his own constitutional and swift as an ariow—that admirable mare.
ed counsel of the New York politician, leaving their purposes now, I rather think that, in the coast, three thousand miles in extent, by a sin
On and on aid the generous brute bear her me—
(te affairs of the Government.
to obtain Witnesses in his favor: and without the rights in the vain effort to impose these rights er’s fdelnaH, till the pursuers were led hopeless"
million of people in doubt whether it meant beginning, they rushed heedlessly and headlong gle stroke of the pen.
and
liberties
upon
ten
millions
of
unwilling
peo

But sir, the President ignores totally the vio thirty
“The President has no authority to employ assistance of counsel for his defense. And this ple. I have spoken earnestly, too, hut yet not as behind. Late iu the evening Hunter rode iut\;
peace or war. But whatever may have been the into the gulf, believing that, as the teat of war
lent and long continued denunciation of slavery secret
military
force till he shall be duly required”— is, Ouf boasted American liberty? And thus it one unmindful of the solemnity of the scenes Salisbury,had the thug extracted from his shouh.
purpose
aud
meaning
of
the
inaugural,
was
then
far
distant
and
difficult
of
access,
the
Lnd slave holders, and especially since 18.L>—I
is, sir, that here, in America, in the seventt-thirj
er, nd after lingering sometime with the web'.',
Mark the word :
practically for six weeks the policy of peace pre> display of vigor in reinforcing Forts Sumter and
anneal to Jackson’s message for the date and vailed and they were weeks of happiness to the Pickens, and in calling out seventy-five thousand "required so to do by law and the civil authori year of the Republic, that great writ and security which surround cs upon every side to day. Sir; and excitement finally got well. And the g- : "it
when
the
Congress
of
the
United
StRtes
assem

ffif-nntil at last a political ant,-slavery organ
mare, he kept and cherished till saa died of r’.;
of personal freedom which it cost the patriots
patriot, and prosperity to the country. Business militia upon the firing of the first gun, and above ties.
ization was formed in the North and West, revived; trade returned; oommerce flourished. all, in that exceedingly happy and original con His duty is to cause the laws to be executed.— and freemfen of England six hundred years of la bled here on the 3d of December, I860, just s» ven age.
bor and toil and blood to extort and to hold fast months ago, the Senate was composed ol s«xtyrbiib continued to gain strength year after year, Never was there a fairer prospect before any peo ceit of commanding the insurgent States to “dis His duty is to support ihe civil authority."
pAL Land see those nice and cheap Sugars,bo
Jll at length it had destroyed and usurped he pie. Secession in the past languished, and was perse io twenty days,” wonld not, on the one
As in the Merryman case, forsooth ; but I from venal judges and tyrant kings, written in six Senators, representing the thirty-three ruat’a V? purchasing
elsewhere, at tho Obi Corner.
pu
the great charter at Runnymede by the iron bar- of the Union, and this Honseof two hundred and
nlaoe of the Whig party, and finally obtained the spiritless and harmless; secession in the future hand, precipitate a crisis, while, upon the other4 shall recur to that hereafter :
Feb. 2G, 'til.
G.W.FA
thirty
seven
members
—
every
State
beingpreseuu
cos,
who
made
the
simple
Latin
and
uncouth
P
of every Free State in the Union, and was arrested. and perished. By overwhelming it would satisfy its own violent partisans, aud
“His duty is, if the laws be resisted, to employ

CS

himselt; through Free-State T.tes alone,

SECESH PIETY.

A Change of Command.

Democratic State Convention.

Lieutenant General Greeley having, by his
own request, been relieved of the command of
the Federal forces now in the field, has transfer
red himself to the position of Caminai.der in
Chief of the Confederate armies. This move
merit has, we presume, been resolved upon by
'he redoubtable pen and ink general, in conse
quence ot his late brilliant success in his march
to Richnioud, and in order to repair the blunders
of the Confederate Generals in that affair, whose
ill success he has no doubt taken much to heart.
In proof of this we quote his general order No.
1, promu’gated through the Tribune of recent
date:
“The secessionists must demonstrate upon
Washington, Baltimore or both. Not to do so is
to stand disgraced aud exposed iu the eyes of
mankind.
The world knows that they have a verv large
army at and near Mauassas, that it is flushed
with a victory well nigh miraculous, and that
the Union forces have been greatly diminished
by the return home of many of their best regi
ments, whose places are filled by levies. Should
they rest idly nt Manassas, they confess that their
army is for the most part a worthless rabble.
Whether in earnest or otherwise, then, they must
attempt to pass the Potomac.

The Convention assembled at Armory Hall,
Columbus, at 11 o’clock A. M., ou Wedueedayi
August 7th, 1861.
Col. Many penny, of the State Central Commit
tee, called the Convention to order.
On motion of Col. Andrews, of Auglaize, S.
W. Gilson was appointed Chairman protem.
Mr. Gilson accepted the position and announ
ced that the Convention was prepared to proceed
to business.
On motion of Mr. Dimmock, S. Harmount, of
Tuscarawas, was appointed Secretary.
On motion of J. R. Kelly, of Muskingum, Ab.
ram Salee and A, B. Vancleve were appointed
Assistant Secretaries.
On motion of Mr. Griswold, of Pickaway, four
committees, each consisting ol one delegate from
each Congressional district, was appointed, as
follows: on Credentials, on Resolutions, on Per
manent Organization and on Central Committee

He would do all :n his power to bring the
The Convention then proceeded to nominate a
Admlnfstrafor’s Notice.
OTICE is hereby given that t he undersigi
country out ot her present peril, except to vote candidate for Comptroller.
The Secession leaders, from General Bishop
been
duly appointed and qualified by the]
for an Abolitionist; he would favor any honora
The vote stood :
Court, within and for Knox cownty, Ohio, as
Polk down, attribute their success to the special
b!e union, any political compromise, to obta.n
istor, on the estate of Cor. alius‘ Russell deel
Joseph Dowdall......................
192
intervention of Providence.
EDITED BY L. HARPERAll persons indebted to eaid estate are noti'
that end.
Wayne Griswold............................................. 183
make immediate payment to the undersigned,!
Ihe Charleston Courier pronounces the vic
Alexander Ralston.......................................... 69
The country looked to the Democracy for it8
k( 13 A PASSMAN WHOM THE TROTH MAKES F11EK.
persons holding claims against said ertate. ar
tory at Manasses ‘‘the signal work of Divine fa
fled topresent them legally proven for sett)'
Mr. G riswold was declared nominated.
future welfare, and he knew that every true friend
vor,” and the Atlanta, Georgia, Confederacy
MO1JXT VER-YOY, OHIO:
Ihe Convention then proceeded to vote for a within one year from this date.
of the Union would respondALLISON ADAMS, Aduiinistre
Julv 30th 3w
TUESDAY MORtflNq............. AUGUST 13, 1861 says : “Heaven smiled on our arms, and the
The committee to select a State Central Com" candidate for Member of the Board of Public
God of battles crowned our banners with laurels
Work 8.
mittee, made the following report:
Bliood I’urifyer and Ulood Pi
Democratic Union State Nom of victory. Let every patriotic heart give thanks
The vote stood :
Dist.
Dist.
inations.
to the Lord of hosts for the victory He has
J. W. Fiteb............................................... 205
1— Charles Rule
12— Wayne Griswold
L. W. Sifford. .................................................. 78
giveu His people on His own holy day, the
2— John Shiff
13— John Whitbach
“ T’/tz Union, the Constitution, and the enforceJames MeKinoey...................................... 99
3— J. F. Boilmyer
14— John B. Young
blessed
Sabbath."
forcemeat of the Laws."
4— David L. Meeker 15 — L. Harper
Mr. Fitch was declared uoniimt^d.
As soon as the news of the Bull’s Run repulse
5— W. J. Jackson
16—Amos I ayman
FOR GOVERNOR,
After giving three cheers for the Constitution
reached Richmond, the secesh Congress unani
6— John G. Marshall 17—Matthew Gaston
and the Union, the Convention adjourned.
HUGH J. JEWETT,
mously adopted a resolution, daelaring that
7— W. A. Johnson 18-G. W. McNeil
Of Muskingum.
they “recognize the hand of the Most High God,
8— Daniel Snyder
19 — Arthur Hughes
The Cry of “ Traitor'’ Don’t Take.
9— Curtis Berry. Jr 20—D. M. Wilson
LIEUTENANT GOVERNOR,
PHARMACY/
the King of Kings, and Lord of Lords, in the
At
an election held in the city of Columbus
10— L. W. Sifford
21—James McKinney
JOHN SCOTT HARRISON, glorious victory which he hath crowned our ar
OU. I(UBAC-E>8
on
Saturday,
Mr.
Krqnenbilter,
the
Democratic
11— John L. Tuttull
Of Hamilton.
my at Manassas.”
SCANDIN/YVMN REMEDIES
candidate was elected by a majority of 346.—
The
following
gentlemen
were
named
as
can

Wa are clearly of the opinion that the Al
HE evidence in the possession of D¥. Bo
SUPREME JUDGE,
The Statesman 6ays:
didates for nomination for Governor:
which is at all times accessible to the publi
COMMITTEE ON RESOLUTIONS.
mighty has not interfered in this war, on either
THOMAS J. S. SMITH,
Mr. Kronenbitter was' nominated, the yelpers tablish the following
Hugh J. Jewett, of Muskiogum; George W.
D
ist.
D
ist
.
Of Montgomery.
side.
FACTS!
Morgan, of Knox; William Allen, of Ribs; Geo. commenced their bowl that he was a secession
1. M. W. Myers,
12. J. Reinhard,
SECRETARY OF STATE,
W. McCook, of Jefferson; Thomas J. S. Smith, ist, as they choose to do when any Democrat is That the BLOOD PURIFIER and BLOOD
2.
Thos.
J.
Peter3,
13.
B.
Burns,
Cant. Moody’s Company.
by analysis to
WILLIAM W. ARMSTRONG.
of Montgomery; Stanley Matthews, of Hamilton. nominated. But it recoiled upon the authors, a9 bavo been proved
3. James Clark,
14. J. Marchand,
Contain ?<o Mineral,
Of Seneca.
We learn that Milter Moody’s Company, which
it will continue to do. Mr. Kronenbitter is a That thoy cure
4 J, F. McKinney, 15. J. A. Estell,
Mr.
V
an
Trump,
of
Fairfield,
was
loudly
cab
tho almost universal complaintj
has seen a good deal of service in Western Vir
good Union Democrat, as are the men who
TREASURER OF STATE,
5. A. L. Backus,
Dys-pepeia
16. John O’Neil,
led upon to address the Connentiou. He re. elected him.
ginia, got home on Friday, all in good herlth
with
unerring
certainly,
and in a very short tir
GEORGE W. HOLMES,
6.
M.
FI.
Davis,
17. J. H. Heaton,
Who
are
the
Traitorsand
E
do
spirits.
Capt.
Moody
will
immediately
sponded
by
saying
that
he
had
come
here
for
the
Esq. Heyl, his opponent, is an estimable gen That after nil other medicines have proved us'
Of Hamilton.
While the Republican press is so lavish and 7. W. A. Johnson, 18. H. E. Smith,
form another company for the war. He has
1 fir3t time, and taken a seat in a Democratic Con tleman, and a good Justice ; aud great damage thoy relievo
8. Luther Smith,
COMPTROLLER,
19. II. B. Payn",
Liver Complaint, ,
made a fine officer, and is much beloved by hi-> careless in its bestowal of ihe epithet of “ trai 9. M. P. Bean,
vention. He came here to try to add his mite was done him by this csy that was raised against and restore the bealth
20.
S. W. Gilson,
WAYNE GRISWOLD,
stietngth of the sui
men, for his care for their comfort.—Mansfield tor,” says the Indianapolis Sentinel, would it not 10. Levi Duncan,
Mr.
Kronenbitter.
21. J. H. S. Trainer
Of lJickau!9.y.
That
in endeavoring to save the country from destruc
Shield.
Men
will
learn
before
long
that
Democrats
arc11. II. R. Sanders,
Sick Females,
lion, to which it is fast tending. He did no^ no to he howled down by the cry of secession.—
BOARD OP PUBLIC WORKS,
£££“ We had the pleasure of meeting Captain be wall to inquire iuto its applicability to the
who have languished for years in helpless weal
COMMITTEE on CREDENTIALS.
come here for any ornamental purposes: he wan. Columbus is a loyal, Democratic, Uniou city, and nnd despondency, recuperate with great rapidiij
JABEZ W. FITCH,
Moody iu Columbus last week, lie looks well Greeleys, the Blairs, and the Members of Con
Dist.
Of Cuyahoga.
Dist.
ted to hear the resolutions. He therefore wished no guise thrown over parlies by new names or der tbeir invigorating operation. That alt s«
and was in fine spirits. Ho told us that if this gress, and the fifteen Senators who created the 1 -IT. C. Clark,
12— John Chaney,
disabilities are removed by their cordial and
“ nicknames,” can deceive them.
“
political
necessity
”
for
the
battle
of
Manassas,
to be excused at present.
war was to uphold the Government, preserve
stimulating properties. That they recruit
E. C. Baldwin,
13— John Quitbach,
DEMOCRATIC STATE CONVENTION. the Union, maintain the Constitution, and in which our troops were precipitated upon mask 23—
Mr. Ramsey, of Hardin, was called upon and
Shattered Constitutions,
— J. F. Boilmyer,
14— L. B. Smith,
The Washington correspondent of the
however they may have been trifled with and 1
ed batteries and slaoghtered, and by means of 4— Seth J. Snyder,
proceeded to address the Convention; but, after New York Post says :
15— E. P. Sangeter,
The proceedings of the Democratic State Con defend the Flag of our country, not only himself,
ed; that tbeir direct tendency is to lengthen^
5— John Bates,
16— R. Silva
a few remarks, closed to allow Mr. Payue to
and render it enjoyable. That operating dir
THE STRENGTH OF THE ENEMY.
vention, which assembled at Columbus, ou Wed but every member of his company, was ready to which according to Mr. Weed’s letter, they “ have 6— J. W. Purdum,
17 —Jesse Barton,
make & report from the committee on Resolu
added
another
year
io
the
war,
an
Hundred
Mil

The opinion here is general, that while prt- upon the poieon of the ttieease in the bfooit, they
nesday lost, will be found iu this week’s Banner, re-enter the service, and fight until those objects
7— S. Hughes,
18— M. Agleson,
Cause Soon to Ileal,
19— H. L. W. Leonard, tions, which had been uuauimously adopted by vious to the battle at Stone Bridge, our generals nnd discharge from the system every taint of
to which we iuvi»e the attention of all our readers. was accomplished. But, on the contrary, if the lions of Dollars to its cost and open graves for 8— A. J. Smith,
uuder-estiinated the rebel force in Virginia, and fula, whother hereditary or otherwise. That tl
the
committee,
and
was
as
follows
:
fifteen
or
twenty
thousand
more
soldiers
?"
9 — A. M. Jackson,
20— William Mather,
We have attended a great many State Con> war is to be prosecuted for the purpose of “wiping
especially at or near to Mauassas Junction, yet
Recruit the Debilitated,
21— Thomas Woods,
The New York Herald professes to have as 10— A. Alberti,
The Democracy and other Union men of Ohio, since the disaster the tendency has been to over and that there is no disease of tbe Stomach and
ventk'cs of the Democratic Party in Ohio, com out slavery" a3 proposed by some of the Repub
11
—
A.
Parsons,
in Convention assembled, adopt and declare the estimate the numbers in the rebel a my. The els, the Liver, tbe Nervous System, the Skin, Gl]
mencing.with that of January 8th, 1840, and we lican leaders, no earthly consideration can in certained the names of the fifteen Senators who,
ON PERMANENT ORGANIZATION.
following resolutions as the basis upon which story catne from the battle-field that over ninety or Muscles,
must say that the one of last week far excelled duce him to assist in such an enterprise. Capt. in Republican caucus,'urged the passage of the Dist.
Arising from Impurities or
Dist.
they appeal to all patriotic Union and liberty- thousand rebel troops were on the field of battle,
Obstructions of the Liloud
12— T. J. Anderson
them all us to numbers and enthusiasm. Armo Moody is uot only a good Democrat, but a firm resolution calling upon the President to give the I — Wm. Ferguson
loving citizeus io unite and rally iu the support or within five or six miles of it. This story was
* r Secretions,
13— Wtn. Bushell
of the ticket this day presented :
generally credited last week, but later aud more in which they do not give prompt relief, and, (i!
ry Hall, the largest in CoiumbuB, was full to or. friend of the Union as it was, before Republican order “ Forward to Richmond,” and names them 2— John Shiff
3— Henry Sheidler
14— J. B. Young
as
follows
:
1.
Resolved,
That
the
civil
war
by
which
our
trustworthy
advices
state
that
the
rebel
forces
at
ism
come
into
power.
ministered hefore the very citadel of life has
et J ><> u.g, by earnest, intelligent whole-souled
15— A. G. Dimmock
country is at present distracted, is the natural Manassas and Stone Bridge was not over fifty invaded,) effect of a painleee
perfect cure.
“Messrs. SUMNER, of Mass., HALE and 4— J. E. Matchet
Democrats, whose chief study seemed to be to
5
—
James
Neibling
16
—
A.
Layman
offspring
of
misguided
sectionalism,
engendered
Bear in mind that the bCANl‘i\rADlAN VI
thousand
men,
and
of
those
not
more
than
twen

CLARK, of New Hampshire, TRUMBULL, of
MARK THE SLANDERERS ’
17— M. Lawrence
restore the Union to its former greatness, glory
by fanatical agitators North as well as South ; ty thousand were engaged in the battle till four TABLE BLCOD PILLS are endorsed by tbe e
Illinois, CHANDLER, of Michigan, WADE, of 6— H. L. Dickey
18— R. O. Hammon
and that the Democratic parly having equally op or five thousand ca oe up, a fresh reinforcement rience of thousands of living witnesses, who it
and prosperity, and to save our country from the
The following precious paragraph is taken Ohio, SIMMONS, of Rhode Island, DOOLIT. 7— A. R. Vancleve
affidavits, medical works, and by wor
8— George Spence
19— H. H. Dodge
posed the extremists of both sections, and hav from Johnson’s <oumn. We had at no time ters,
dire calamities of Abolition rule.
from that rank Abolition disunion sheet, the TIE, of Wisconsin, GRIMES, of Iowa, WIL 9— William Lank
month, proclaim them to bo the very best prep
20— R- O. Rote
ing at all times zealously contended for the ad more than fifuen thousand men actually engaged lion of tbe kind ever offered to the broken -down
KINSON,
of
Minnesota,
MORRILL
and
FESS

The nominations which were made, although Cleveland Leader'.
ministration of the General Government within in the conflict. So say some of our most expe tims ot ill-hjath. They hunt disease through e
ENDEN, of Maine, FOOT, of Vermont, FOS 10 — W. El. Morehead 21— M. H. Phillips
not our first choice, we shall most cheerfully and
The United States officers arrested a traitor at TER, of Connecticut, and KING, of New York.” 11—T. B.Cox, Jr.
its consiiiutional limits, that party is in no way- rienced military leaders. It were madness to avenue and organ of tho system, and expei it
responsible for calamities that have resulted from un ler estimate the strength of the enemy, but to oughly and permanently.
ON STATE CENTRAL COMMITTEE.
enthusiastically support, believing that they are Cincinnati on Wednesday. Had they gone up
Pass the traitors round.
No one can doubt tbeir sup.eriority after one
a departure from its doctrines, and a disregard gr, atlv over-estimate it is nearly as great an evil
Dist.
Dist.
all honest and true men, who are capable of ad- to Columbus they might have found four hun
gle trial—they are not only better, but in fact c
dred of them engaged iu concocting treason in
of
its
warning
and
advice.
for
it
discourages
the
loyal
men
of
the
country.
1
—
W.
J.
Flagg
— Wayne Griswold
per than any other Pills, for it tukes a less nut
uiiiiisunrig the affairs of State, so as to promote the name of Democracy.
Harvey’s Connection with the Govern 2—Jas. A. Heman 12
2. Resolved, That in this National emergency,
13— J A. Beebe
of them to produce a better effect.
’“the greatest good of the greatest number.”—
ment.
the
Democracy
and
other
Union
men
of
Ohio,
A more villainous and malignant slander than
Price of tho Scandinavian Vegetable Blood PuJ
3 — Jonathan Kinney 14— John Zimmerman
Swear Him
er, $1 per bottie, or $0 per half dozen. *Of
Mr. Vallandighem offered the following resos 4— J. J. Godfrey
banishing
all
feeling
of
passion
or
resentment,
Wa have the pleasure of a personal acquaintance is contained iu this short article could not well
15— L. Harper
Salmon
P.
Chase,
Secretary
of
the
Treasury,
Scandinavian Vegetable Blood Pills, 25 cents
will recollect on’y their du.y to the whole coun
with every gentlemen on the ticket, save one, be conceived or uttered. The Giddings Aboli- $ution of inquiry in the House of Representatives: 5— John Buchanan 16— Wm. Berwick
try; that this war should not be waged in any ought to be required to take the oath of alle box, or 0 boxos for $1.
“ Whereas, James E. Harvey, Minister to Por 6— John G. Marshall 17— M. Gaston
and we believe them all to bo staunch and relia sionists, who control the venomous Leader, are
spirit of oppression, nor for any purpose of con giance at once. At the famous abolition Con
— A. G. Wood
18— Geo. W. McNeil
A NEW ARTICLE.
ble Democrats, who will never be found plunder, very angry because the Democray did not see tugal, did, iu the months of March and April last, 7
quest or subjugation, nor purpose of overthrow vention held in Buffalo iu ’48, he was chairman
Dr. Roback’s Stomach Bitters.
convey confidential and important informa 8— Matthew Bonner 19— J. L. Gleason
ing
or
interfering
with
the
rights
or
established
ing the treasury, for the purpose of filling the proper to enter into a political partnership with tion, from time to time, to the rebel authorities 9 — A. R. Ramsey
20— F. E. Stone
A new nnd delightful Stomachic and Cordial
institutions of the States, but to defend and main, of the committee yvhijh reported the following giving tone to the stomach, and for tbe proven
pockets of thymselvee and their relations, like the the Union-8lider3 mho have brought the present of South Carolina, in regard to the movement of 10—L. W. Sifford
21— James McKinney
resolution :
taiu
the
supremacy
of
the
Constitution,
and
to
ot bilious complaints incident to the Western e
II — Geo. Lanta.
miserable faction that is new iu power.
troubles upon the country. The Democracy are the United States Government for the suppress
Resolved, That we hereby give it to be dis try. Try it.
preserve the Union with all the dignity, equality,
On motion, a resolution was adopted that all and rights of the several States unitnpared, and tinctly understood, by this ration aud the world,
The resolutions adopted by the Convention’ united, and will soon be restored to power. The ion of the rebellion in said State ; and
As a morning drink, to a.-sist digestion and
“ Whereas, The said James E. Harvey has
from a platform upon which every Democrat can Galphin Abolitionists see the hand-writing upon subsequently declared, in a public communica resolutions introduced should be referred to the that as soon as these objects are accomplished, that as abolitiouists, considering that the strength lieve Dyspepsia, it hns no equal, 'f ry it.
In flavor it is superior to all other Bitters. Tr
the war ouebt to cease.
of our cause lies in its righteousness, and our
heartily unite and do battle the coming oampaign- the wall, and know that tbeir doom is fixed !
tion, that all of the dispatches by him sent to the committee on Resolutions without debate.
The foiinula of these Bitters, now (lS6i) the
3.
That
while
we
deein
it
the
duty
of
every
hopes for it in conformity to the laws of God and property of Dr. Roback, originated with one of
Mr.
Griswold
of
Pickaway,
suggested
as
the
rebels in South Carolina were first shown to the
The resolaiions were carefully prepared by an in*
Administration ; therefore,
Cincinnati Commercial had stated that the Con citizen to sustain the Government constitutional our support of the rights of man, we owe to the oldest nnd most eminent Medical Practitioners
GEN. SCHENCK.
teiiige.it committee of twenty-one, representing
“ Resolved, That the President of the United vention would consist of empty seats, the editor ly administered, we recommend that the Legisla Sovereign Ruler of the Universe, as a proof o! the Wert, nnd it is directly predicated upon
tures of the several States adopt the proper mea our allegiance to him, in all our civil relations wants of Western people.
each Congressional district in the State, after a
The Washington correspondent of the Cleve States be requested to ascertain what members be requested to furnish enough to seat the dele sures for calling a National Convention for the arid officers, whether as friends, ciiizens or as
These Bitters derive their stimulus from the p
laborious session of five hours. They were pass
of
the
Administration
were
thus
concerned
in
tonic nature of the roots and herbs ot’ wh
land Leader [Republican,] throws the principal
purpose ot settling our present difficulties, aud public functionaries, sworn to support the Con eiful
aiding and abetiug treasonable communications gates who were compelled to stand.
they arc composed, nnd as they are. by allay ing
ed unauimouvly—not a dissenting voice in that
restoring
and
preserving
the'Union.
stitution of the United Stages to REGARD, ami Datural cravings of tho stomach, directly promo
blame of the late inglorious retreat from Bull’s with the rebels; and, if not incompatible with
On motion, the Convention adjourned until
vast assembly being raised in opposition to them
4. That, the corruption, extravagance, incom- TREAT the third clause of that instrument when, of
Run, upon Gen. Schenck of Ohio. Schenck the public interests, to forthwith remove such two o’clock.
petency and favoritism shown iu the administra pver applied to tbe case ot a fugiiiie slave, r,
—amidst the wildest shouts of applause. They
Tempe rntice,
must have broad shoulders if he can bear all the persons from authority under him, and to recall
tion of the War Departments of the Slate and UTTERLY NULL AND VOID, and conse the present proprietor believes tint in making f
fully meet the demands of the times, and will be
the
said
James
E.
Harvey.
”
Two o'clock p. m.
load of obloquy that is heaped upon him. The
Federal Governments, deserve and receive our quently forming NO PART OF 'he CON'S I I- widely koowu the public welfiro is subserved
cordially indorsed by every genuiue Democrat in Leader's correspondent says :
Messrs. Lovejoy and Washburne, Abolition
It will soon be for sale by all of Dr. Hoback'snv
Mr. Dodge, from the committee on Perma unqualified condemnation, and ought to be ini 1 U TION of ihe UNTIED STATES, vhcntvti
erous Agents, mid at Hotels, ic. the country over
the State.
we are called upon or sworn to support it.
Many of our officers and men complain bitter members of Congress, objected to the introduc nent Officers, reported the following, which was mediately corrected and reformed.
In the m< antime. oiders will be filled direct frl
5. That the volunteer soldiers who, at the call
The .Republicans, who hoped and fondly ex ly of their superior officers, aud your Gen. tion of the resolution.
adopted :
Cincinnati in any quantity, and nt the lowest rof their country, promptly went forth to do battle
To Postmasters.
It is put up in Quart Bottles, and securely pne
pected that the Democracy of Ohio would have a Schenck is not left out. He is accused of con.
FOR PRESIDENT.
Mr. Harvey has been charged by the New
in
defense
of
its
Constitution
and
Laws,
and
who.
When a newspaper is not lasen from the Post- in one doz. ctscs. Half doz. sample cases will, b
big spirit and a grand smash-up at Columbus, duct which if true should disgrace him forever. York Republican press with being guilty of con DAVID A. STARKWEATHER, of Summit. in many cases, have been compelled to fitrht un
over,
bo packed and sent to any address, if de.-ir
Office it is the duty of the Postmaster to u< tily
bave.beeu sorely and grievously disappointed.— His conduct undoubtedly started the stampede veying information to the rebels, which was
VICE PRESIDENTS.
Retail Price, %l per bottie, or s>ix for S
der inexperienced officers, are entitled to our
and disgraced the army. Your 2d Regiment
Dist.
hearty thanks for the gallant manner in which the publisher by letter, btating that the paper is
They ore in great tribulation, because the Union broke badly ; the 1st gave way at first, but the treasonable. Mr. Harvey avers that the Admin
Principal office and salesroom, No. C East F01
1. John H. Gerard. Hamilton.
not taken out of the office, and the reason why it
they have discharged their duties.
of the Democracy is their certain defeat! That conduct ot their Colonel [McCook] saved them istration knew all about his doings with the reb
3ii building from Main Street, Cmcinua
2. James Carlin, Hamilton’
6. That the privilege of the writ of habeas is not taken. This is the instructions of the Street,
and
probably
thousands
of
our
men,
as
his
reg

Ohio.
Laboratory, No. 32 lic.uimond Street.
union bus been most happily accomplished; and
els. If this is so, let the country know what it
3. C. J. Bean, Preble.
corpus
is
one
of
the
great
bulwarks
of
freedom,
For
sale
in Knox County, by A. W. Lippitt, W.
Department.
The
Postmaster
is
allowed
to
4. J. G. Miller, Allen.
we shall now look forward, with bright anticipa iment stood firm, coveting the retreat. Such is means and who is guilty.
and that no citizen can be legally deprived otthe
Russel, Mt. Vernon.
the information here. Geo. Schenck evidently
frank
all
such
notices
to
the
publisher.
A
failf
--■
---5.
Lewis
Glessner,
Hancock.
benefit thereof except by Congress, nnd then on
D. <fc D. S. Fry, Centrcburg.
tions, to a better condition of affairs in our State knows nothing of his duty, and report say3 he
6. William Miller, Highland.
S. W. Sapp, Danville.
ly in case of rebellion or invasion, when the pub ure off ihe Postmaster to thus notify a publisher
Sherman on Lincoin.
and iu c-ur country.
made good time in gettiug away from danger.
7.
Peter Wyckoff, Warren.
Montague, <fc Hosack, Fredericktown.
lie safety may require it; and that tbe late at makes him responsible for the subscription
Among the reports of congressional proceed
Col. McCook is looked upon by military men
R. McCloud, Millwood.
8. Daniel Snyder, Champaign.
tempt
of
the
President
of
the
United
States
to
here as oue of the beat officers in the army, and ings is the following :
price of the paper. We occasionally receive pa
MR. COZ’S PEACE RESOLUTIONS.
M. N. Dayton, Martinsburg.
9. A. J. Ramsey, Hardin.
suspend the privilege of the same is unwarranted
it is hoped that his services will in some way be
Bishop <fc Mishoy, North Liberty.
pers returned ti us marked “refused,” “not taken
Mr. Sherman, of Ohio, said ho believed that
10. John Sands, Gallia.
by
the
Federal
Constitution.
We place upon record the resolutions recently continued iu the army. He should be made a the President had the right to issue his procla
Hanna <fc Moroer, Bladensburg.
11. W. C. Gould, Hocking.
The resolutions were adopted unanimously, out,’’ &c. Th it is no notice. It is se'dotn we
D. P. Wright, Barbers, A Dowds, Amity,
offered by Hon. S. S. Cox, of Ohio, in the House Brigadier, and Schenck go where he belongs, mation of April, and to declare the blockade12. John Chaney, Franklin.
cun
t.-il
where
such
papers
are
returned
from.
A.
Gardner, Mt. Holly.
which
is
evidently
not
a
military
command.
amid
the
loud
and
deafening
shouts
of
the
whole
but
he
did
not
believe
that
the
President
had
the
13.
John
Tiffc,
Huron.
of Representatives, with a view of restoring peace
R. M. Fisher, Palmyra.
Convention
.
We
believe
that
Gen.
Schenck
is
a
brave
man,
right
to
suspend
the
writ
of
habeas
corpus
or
in14. J. C. Johnson, Medina.
Daniel Veatch, Mt. Liberty.
The Filo Z juaves
to our hitherto prosperous, and still beloved coun.
John Donuy, Holler, and by druggists and me
cresse the regular army ; yet he believed that
15. W. I. McGugiti, Knox.
The Convention proceeded to vote for a candi
The New York Post says of this noted regi chants generally throughout the U. S. Jan 23.
trv. We cannot see how any patriotio citizen can and if he had the advantages of a military edu the President did right, and he approved of what
16. Hugh Brennan, Washington.
cation, would make a good officer. It was a
date for Governor.
ment:
object to them in any particular, aud yet, strange grand mistake to peace civilians at the head of the President did, but he could not, in his place,
17. J. M. Mitchell, Monroe.
JOHN E. EVANS.
MltS. JOB EVXl
A dispatch was read from Col. Allen that be
The condition of the regiment, however, is
18. J. A. Mettier, Stark.
to say, they were defeated by a solid Republican a great army, as the Administration has already say that all the acts of the President were strict
JOHN
E.
EVANS
& CO.,
could not be a candidate for Governor.
undoubhdly bad. I.ts superior < fficers are in
ly legal.
19. H. S. Fay, Lake.
vote in tie House of Representatives! Thia learned by sad experience.
MAIN ST , MT. VERNON, OHIO,
20. J. Fuller, Trumbull.
Mr.
J
ewett and Stanley Matthews were the capacitated from duty in const qneu.ee of wounds
We
commend
this
extract
to
the
attention
of
Have now on hand a large stock of the
plainly shows that this Republican Congress pre
21. N. A. Haynes, Harrison.
only names before the Convention. Tbe vote received at Stone Bridge, and at this moment IMPROVED STEWART STOVE!
bi other Ramsey of the Republican.
fers Civil war and a dissolution of the Union to
Thomas Francis Meagher.
there
are
but
three
companies
at
the
seat
of
war,
SECRETARY,
stood:
numbering in all but more than one hundred and
This Irish orator, poet and patriot, is an offi
peat;-, prosperity and a reconstruction of the
JOHN H. HEATON, of Belmont.
H. J. Jewett,
>
295J
thirty men. Of these but forty can be found on
A
Reluctent
Compliment.
LJuivii. Let every Democrat preserve the Ran cer in the “Bloody Sixty-ninth,” the Irish Now
ASSISTANT SECRETARIES.
William Allen,
76
Thursday last to muster on parade in camp, and
Halstead, of the Cincinnati Commercial, who
tier containing Mr. Cox’s Resolutions, and the York Regimeut that well earned the title at Bull
Dist.
Stanley Matthews, •
IftJ
not more than teu or twelve of these were willing
rote thereon, for future reference.
Run and Manassas. He was with the regiment went to Columbus to report the proceedings of
1. John W. Ridgway, Hamilton.
Mr. Jewett’s nomination was made unani to mount guard.
2. ----- Brookfield,
“
The casualties of the regiment at the battle of
on its return through Philadelphia. The Press the Democratic Convention, expecting thtre
mous, with three cheers.
3- D. K. Boyer, Montgomery.
Stone Bridge numbered one hundred and twentyMR. VALLANDIGHAM’S SPEECH.
says MEAGUER[pronounced May-her] was prom would be a grand row and a big split, is reluctThe Convention then proceeded to ballot for a nine, including the killed, wounded and missing4. H. C. Angel, Dark.
lantly compelled to admit that the Convention
inent among the veterans, and adds :
5. Simon D. Price, Lucas.
candidate for Lieutenant-Governor. Tbe first
Iu compliance with the wishes of many of our
was
a
very
large
and
harmonious
body.
He
He stood the brunt of the fight as calmly as if
6 A. Salee, Brown.
ballot resulted:
Kentucky Election.
Democratic friends, we sprecd before our rend the hero of a mimic battle. All parties speak of says :
7 S. H. Pierce, Greene.
The Election last week in Kentuckv resulted
FIRST BALLOT,
•rs this week the speesh of the Hon. C. L. Val- him as a true soldier, and being pointed out yes
8.
W.
Thompson,
Union.
“Iu fact there was but little mnsic in the
in the overwhelming success of the Union can
W. B. Woods............................................ 124
9. Thomas Beer, Crawford.
l&udigbam, ou Executive Usurpations, recently terday, a great crowd pursued him from place to affair. There was an irrepressible conflict, but
John ScottHarrison...................................140
place. He was reported dead, but escaped with it was suppressed by the force of Democratic
didates. Secessionism has been completely wi10. C. W. Gilman, Ross.
delivered io the House of Representatives. That a slight wound upon his upper lip, a bullet hav
Jackson................................................... 82
11. J. C. Raney, Fairfield.
ped out. Harney, editor of the Louisville Demdiscipline.
The
Convention
was
the
most
res

this is an able speech, no one who carefully reads ing grazed his nose, and cut off a part of hi pectable Democratic Convention, in the talent,
Kinney...................................................... 42
12. ----- McScooler, Pickaway.
crat, beat James B. Clay by a large majority.
inE best now in use, which we will warrant
Bartleson
............................................
6
it aau for a moment deny ; and although possi moustache.
13. A. M. Burns, Richland.
character and deportment of the Delegates, that
give entire satire satisfaction. Also, a
14. J. J. Jacobs, Ashland.
Kinney and Bartleson were withdrawn,
bly some Democrats may not agree with the
I
nave
seen.
”
plete
assortment of
Our
Blockade.
A Thrust Home.
15. S. Harmount, Tuscarawas.
SECOND BALLOT.
speukt-r iu all his positions, yet, we are confident,
The Albany (N. Y.) Evening Journal, ’he or
Ti e funny thought struck us, the other day,
16. John B. Roberts, Muskingum.
Glorious Democratic Victory!
W. B. Woods. .......................................... 124
gan of Secretary S ward, says : “ We shall no’
they ft ill give him credit, at least, for being hon says the Freeman’s Journal, to look into “Apple
17. S. B. Lawrence, Guernsey.
every variety of pattern, among which will
Jackson..................................................... 60
be surprised to learn, in less then six'y days, that Of
On
Monday
of
last
week,
the
Democracy
of
est and sincere in the avowal of his sentiments. ton’s New American Cyclopaedia” to see how it
found the
18. J. Morton, Portage.
John
Scott
Harrison.,...
..........................
217
both
Prance
and
England
have
pronounced
our
19. J. L. Gleason, Cuyahoga.
Mr. Vallandighara ia at present decidedly the would deal with ’’Habeas Corpus.” The only in Columbus and Montgomery township, elected
FORTUNE STOVE,
Mr. Harrison having received a majority of all blockade inefficient." W bat then? The Journal The best Elevated Oven Cooking Stove now in usi
20. E. C. Bill, Ashtabula.
best abused man in this country ; and if it is true formation we sought there was to know what the Mr. Kronenbetter, Democrat, a Justice of the
does
not
answer.
and warranted in every particular. Also, a variet,
the votes given, was declared nominated.
21. J. H. S. Trainer, Jefferson.
that heaps of abuse make hosts of friends, Mr. editors—both of whom were editors of the New Peace, by a majority of 346, over the Heyl, the
of other patterns.
On
motion,
tbe
nomination
was
made
unani

The
committee
recommend
that
the
rules
of
From
CairoRepublican
nominee.
We
are
told
that
Kronen

We have also a good variety of Low Oven Stovei
V. may cousider himself particularly fortunate. York Tribune—had published on the subject in
mous.
among which will be found the
Cairo, Aug. 8.
He can afford to smile at the impotent malice the year 1859. Mr. Charles A. Dana was then, better is by no means as popular a man person the last Convention be adopted for the govern
ROYAL OAK STOVE!
The Convention then proceeded to nominate a
Fremont’s head-quaiters, it is expected, will
of the cringing crew, who “bow the pregnant and is now, a leading political editor of the Tri ally as his opponent, or else his majority would ment of this Convention, They also recommendThebestnow in use. Also the improved Self-P.cgu
have been 700. Before the election the Repub ed that the nominations be made in the follow* candidate for Supreme Jndge. The vote stood : be removed here ou Saturday.
hinges of the knee, that thrift may follow, fawn bune.
Improved Parlor Cook, Plato and Cylindei
A formidable army is concentrating along lator.
Thos. J. S. Smith..................... .
....... 312
Stoves for stores and shops, plain and fancy Grates
licans called Mr. K. a “secessionist,” and styled tng order:
ing.”
[From the Cyclopaidia.]
here.
There
aje
four
thousand
men
at
Cape
Girs
George
Bliss
..............................................
63
Sad
Irons,
Britannia, Tin, Copper and Japnnnec
1— Governor.
“It has been solemnly decided that the habeas their own man the “Union people’s candidate.”
GOOD?
ardeau.
Ware; Pumps, Lead Pipe, Washboards, Tubs, Wood
Judge
Smith
was
declared
nominated,
and
tbe
2
—
Lieut.
Governor.
oorpus act can be suspended only by a legisla But it seems these “disunion” scarecrows don’t
There are heavy guns, able Io res st any pos en Buckets, Churns, Stoves, Corn Baskets, Broomt
nomination was unanimously confirmed.
3— Supreme Jndge
sible force, a Bird’s Point. Picket guards are and all kinds of Ilotlsefurnishing Goods too cumor
Gen McClellan, it is said, has issued a posi ture, and that the proclamr.tion of martial law frighten old Democrats.
ous to mention.
by a military officer is not sufficient.”
The Convention then proceeded to nominate a extended beyond Charleston and Norfolk.
4— Secretary of State.
tive order that no spectators shall hereafter be
The Journal asks the Tribune editors to be
JOBBING.
candidate
for
Secretary
of
State.
The
ballot
re

5
—
Treasurer
of
State.
Act
in
Haste,
Repent
at
Leisure.
admitted within the army lines, to witness any good enough to give tbi3 extract a place in their
We are still doing all kinds of Jobbing in Tin,
Dissolution.
sulted
:
A
member
of
Congress
Lad
a
resolution
pre

6— Comptroller.
b.ttle that may take place. If any such specta paper, just to see how admirably it fits their re
HE undersigned having sold their stock of Copper and Sheet Iron, on short notice and at low
W. W. Armstrong.................... ............... 203
pared week-before-last censuring Gen. Scott for
Goods to S. L. TAYLOR, late of the firm of rates. Mr. S. W. KERSIINER has the .solo charge
7— Member of the Board of Publio Works.
tors or idlers are thus found, they are to be im cent editorials on the Merriman-Tanney case.
Amos Layman.......................... .............. 46
of tbe Jobbing Department.
Taylor, Gantt & Co., the Co-partnership of G. A W.
not ordering a forward movement of the army.
Mr. Starkweather was introduced to the Conmediately arrested, furnished with arms, and
We have for sale the right of Hall’s Patent
D. Browning is this day dissolved by mutual con
Geo. W. Andrews.................... ............... 35
Expenses of the War.
Its
author
withheld
it
by
persuasion
of
friends.
vention.
He
thanked
the
Convention
for
the
un

sent.
Those
indebted
to
us
will
oblige
by
calling
on
ptaoed in (he front rauks of the army, where the
John G. Doran.......... .............. .............. 68
LIGHTNING RODS,
How is it, inquires the N. Y. Herald, that the The forward movement was made, [against
VV.
D.
Browning,
at
the
store
of
S.
L.
Taylor,
oppo

solicited and unexpected honor, and regretted
which we put up on short notice.
A. S. Ramsey........................... ....... ........ 46
danger is most imminent. This order will be
site A. Wolff’s Clothing Store, and arranging for
war to suppress rebellion has already cost be Scott’s judgmeut,] and the most fearful massa
Remembor the place, at the Old Stand cf Job
that he was not better qualified to discharge the
inflexibly tarried out, it matters not what may be
William W. Armstrong was declared duly payment as early as possible.
Evans, two doors South of the Cataract House.
tween $150,000,000 aud $200,000,000, when the cre of human beings which ever took place on
G. BROWNING,
duties of the position. The Convention might nominated, and the nomination was unanimous
the social position of the “looker on in Vienna.’’
April 2.1861:tf.
JOHN E. EVANS A CO.
whole Crimean war cost England scarcely so the American Continent was the result.
Aug 6-w3
W. D. BROWNING
have selected a gentleman more competent, but ly confirmed.
Thia is a most admirable determination, and will
Young
Man,
Read Tills!
much? Y» ho is accountable for the prodigious
Marble Hall Meat Shop.
he would do the best he could.
prevent much confusion hereafter. If such an outlays that have been made, with such compar
ISE Councils for the Young can be had in the
The Convention then proceeded to nominate a
“Invalid’s Medical Confidant,’’published by
A Receipt Worth Trying.
He paid a handsome tribute to the past histo candidate for Treasurer of State.
order had exiated previous to the Bull’s Run atively small results?
tho undersigned for the bonefit of persons who suffer
The following reoeipt for preventing flies from ry of our country. But yesterday it commanded
disaster, the gang of Abolition Congressmen, who
The first ballot stood:
from Nervous Debility, Premature Decay, etc., sup
It is easy to answer, that question. There are
plying the means of cure. Imprudent Maturity and
teasing horses is recommended as certain to ac the respect of all nations—but to-morrow it may
stationed themselves on the back ground to “see no Simon Camerons in the British Cabinet !
Geo. W. Holmes.......................................... 157
Youthful Indiscre’ions are summarily dispelled.—
complish the purpose: Take two or three small be so poor as none will do it homage_ and the
William Crossen....................................... 25
the show” might have received some of the rebel
Tho Union and the Constitution Forever. Thousands have hailed this little work with delight,
Burning of Hampton.
John Dnncan............................................ 70
haudfulls of walnut leaves, upon which pour two weakest on the globe. She may prosper, he
and date their restoration to usefulness in society
shots, that made braver and better men kies the
AL. BEACH
Samuel Lahm........................................
96
The town of Hampton, containing about 5C0 or three quarts of soft cold water; let it infuse prayed to God she would; but she was in danger,
ESPECTFULLY announces to the citizens of from the first perusal of its interesting pages. Send
dust.
your address for one copy, with a three cent stamp
No choice—Mr. Crossen was withdrawn.
___ Mt. Vernon that he is prepared to serve them
houses, situated near Fortress Monroe, was burn one night, and pour the whole, next morning in in peril, and to-morrow’s setting sun may set on
lilt. Jons R. Ogden A Co.
with fresh meats, every Tuesday, Thursday and Sat for return postage to
SECOND BALLOT.
Provisional Government in Missouri.
ed down on Thursday last, by order of the Con’ to a kettle, and let it boil for .fifteen minutes.-- the ruin of the first nation, the greatest country
may 21-3m
Nos. 64 und 66 John st. New York
urday, at his Marble Hall Meat Shop, on Main street,
The State Convention that has been in session federate offioere. It was a wanton act of cruelty, When cold, it will be fit for use. No more is re nn the footstool of God; but may He who holds
Samuel Lahm............................................ 107
ihree doors below Gambier. He will keep on hand
Country merchants
John Duncan..............................
25
the best kind of Beef. Veal, Mutton. Pork, Sausage,
AN fit up their stock of Boots and Shoes, or any
at Jefferson City, Mo., has formed a pi ovisional wholly uncalled for, merely for the purpose o* quired than to wet a sponge, and before the horse the destiny of all nations in His hands, protect
all in their’Reason. Be sure and give me a call, at
Geo.
W.
Holmes
...................................
...222
thing in our line, at Cleveland wholesale pri
Government, and elected Hamilton P, Gamble charging the act upon Gen. Butler, who was no* goes out of the stable, let those parts which are ns from the Abolitionists of the North, and the
Marble Hall, where I shall treat you all. both great
ces.
[may 14]
MORTON & SAPP.
Mr. Holmes was declared nominated and his and
Fmall, to the nicest meat in Mt. Vernon. That’s
Governor, and Millard Hall, Lieut. Governor.
soar the spot.
most irritated be smeared over with the liquor.
fire eat»F3 of the Sooth.
nomination wm unanimously confirmed,
so, captain,
aug 6-tf
Justice’s Blanks for sale, at tho Banner Office.
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Mr. Cox's Resolutions.

Mr. Cox asked leave to introduce the follow
MOHXT VEKXQN..........................AUGUST 13, 1861 ing preamble aud resolutions. They were read.
Mr. Wa3BHVbn of course, oljected to their in"
S. »1. & Newark R. it. Time Table, troduction :
TRAINS LEAVE ',T. VER>fON AS FOLLOWS:
Whereas, It is the part of rational beings to
GOING SOUTH.
terminate their difficulties by rational means, and
Mail Train leaves........................................ 10.57 A. M
Express leaves............................................. 11.15 p. M. i a&mui h as the differences bet ween th_ United
G"ING NORTH.
States authorities and the eleven seceded Slates
Express T-un leaves...................................ll 2 8 A.M. have resulted in a state of war, character zed by
Mail leaves,.....................................................4.13 P AL bitter hostility aud extieme atrocity, and al
though the party in the seceding States are guilty
Central Ohio Railroad.
of breaking the Natioual Uuion aud resisting the
NEWARK TIME TABLE.
lawful authority, yet be it
Going Eaat—VbO A. M., 12 50 P. M., 3 22 F. M.
Resolved, That while we make increased ef
Gci„g U e«f—10.7 A. M„ 10.17 P. M., 7.20 P. M.
forts by our array and navy to maiutai i the in
Clovslmd and Toledo Railroad. tegrity and stability of ibis Goveri tnent, the
MONROEVILLE flMIi TABLE.
common laws of war, those maxims of humanity,
Going Wost.
Going East. moderation and honor, which are a part of the
6.28 A. M................................................. 7.31 A. M.
international code, cugbt to be observed by both
1.36 P. M................................................. 12.34 P. M.
parties , and a stronger reason exists, for such
Bi84 P. M.............................................. 6.43 P M.
Passengers going north on the S., M. & N. R. ahservance between two nations inasmuch as the
->!• can take the cars of the C. <£• T. It. R. for any incensed parties have a common ancestry, histo
(Joint they desire to reach, either east or west of ry, prosperity, glory, Government and Uuion,
Monroeville
and are now unhappily engaged in lacerating
their common country.
C.,C.& C.I1. R--SIielbyTimeTabIe
Second, That there ought to be left open as
GOING SOUTH.
between two nations the same means for prevent
Cincinnati Express,............................. 10.1 0 A. M.
ing the war being carried to outrageous extremi
Night Express,.................................... 10.21 P. M.
ty, aud there ought also in the interest of civili
GOING NORTH.
N ght Express,....................................... 7.20 A. M.
zation to be left open some means for the res
Cincinnati Express,............ ................ 6.06 P. M.
toration ot peace and the Union.
Third, That to this end the restoration of
Great Excitement—A White Man Assaul peace and the Union on the basis of the funda
mental principles c-f the Constitution, there be
ted, and a Negro Shot.
On Friday evening last, considerable excite- appointed a committee of one member from each
State, who th di report to this House, at its next
tnent prevailed in the lower part of this city, oc session, such amendments to the Constitution of
casioned Ly a negro assaulting a white man, the United States as shall assuage all grievances
and the white man in return shooting the and bring about a reconstruction of the National
negro.
Upon making proper inquiries as Union ; aud that for the preparation of such satisfact ry adjustment and conference requisite for
to the cause of this difficulty, we have learned that end, a commission of citizens of the United
the following facts : It appears that some negro States be appointed, consisting of Edward Ever
families living near the gas works, are in the hab ett of Massachusetts, Millard Fillmore of New
it of having disorderly dancing, and noisy, riot York, Reverdy Johnson of Maryland, Martin Van
Buren of New York, Thomas Ewing of Ohio,
ous proceedings nearly every night, to the great Franklin Pierce of New Hampshire, aud James
annoyance of many peaceable families in the Guthrie of Kentucky, who shall request from the
neighborhood. Mr. Shopbell, a respectable white so called Confederate States the appointment of
man, whose peace and comfort had been partic a similar commission, and who shall meet aud
confer on t he subject in the city of Louisville, on
ularly disturbed by the negroes, made efforts by the first Mouday in September next, and that
petitiou and otherwise to have them removed the committee appointed from this House notify
from the neighborhood. This exasperated the said cem missioners of their appointment and
negroes, who made all manner of threats that function, and advise and confer with them, and
report their action to the next session as an
they would assail Mr. Shopbell the first opportu
amendment to the Constitution of the Uiiiled
nity. It seems that on Friday evening one of States, to be proposed by Congress to the States
the negroes named Jenkins met Mr. Shopbell for their ratification, according to the 5th article
in front of Cotton’s marble shop, and instantly of said Constitution.
Mr. Cox moved a suspension of the rules.
ruck him a deadly blow on ihe free with a large
I he question was then determined in the nega
stone, which did 6erious injury. Shopbell, hav tive—45 against 85.
ing a loaded revolver, sent the contents of one
YEAS—Messrs. Allen, Ansona, Bailey, (Pa.)
barrel into the body of the negro, the ball pass - Burnett, Calvert, Cox, Cravens, Crisfield Crit
tenden, Dunlap, Grider, Haight, Harding Hfring through the fleshy pait of'the arm, and lodg
iiiftn, Jackson, Jqhnsou, Law, Le; ry, Logan,
ing under the, ribs on the right side. The wound May, Mallory, Menzies, Morris. Noble, Norton,
is a dangerous one. and the negro’o recovery Nugen, Pendleton, Perrv, Reid. Richardson,
is consideiel doubtful. Anotler negro, fearing Robinson, Smith, Steele. (N- J.) Vailandigham.
a visitation of popular vengeance, left the city Vi offices, Wadsworth, Webster, White, (Ohio),
Wickhffe. Wo >d, Woodruff.
in “double quick time.’’ There was some talk
NAYS—Messrs. Aldrich, Arnold, Ashley
on Saturday of “cleaning the negroes out” of Rabbit, Bailey, Baxter, Beaman, Bingham,
town ; but we hope every good citizen will set Blair (Mo ), B air (Fa.), B ake, Buffington,
Campbell, Chamberlain, Claik. Colfax, F. A
his face against mob law.
Conkling, Rose e Conkling, Conway, Govode,
Cutler, Davis, Dawes, Delano, Diven, Duell. Ed
Sad Accideut.
gerton, Edwards Eliot, Fessenden, Fruuvho ,
John Jewett, son of H. J. Jewett, of Zanesville, Frai k. Gooch. Goodwin, Grmger. Hale, Harris
the Democratic candidate for Governor, was ac on. H irton, Hutchins, Julian, Kelly, Kellogg
cidentally shot at Clarksburg. Virginia, on V.’ed- i Mich.) Kellogg (BI), Lansing, Loomis, Love
neseay last. The father immediately repaired joy, McKean, McKnigbr, McPherson, Morehead
M mill (Me.), Morrill ( Vi.), Olin,
Pomeroy,
to Clarksburg, to remove his son, if possible, io Potter, Potter. Roe (Mass.). Rice-lMe.) Riddle,
Wheeling.
Rollins (N. H ), Sedgwick, Shanks, Sheffield,
Since the above item was prepared, we hare Shellaberger, Sherman, Span ding. Stevens. Tho
learned that the shot w is caused by a stark of mas (Mass ). Train, Trowbridge, Upton, Vamlev*
ei, Van Wyck, Wail, Wallace, Walton, (Me.)
loaded muskets falling down and one of them
Walton [Vt.j. Washburn, White [lud.j Winslow,
having been accidentally dischatged by the fall, Worcester, Wright*
t;
Adjourned.
the contents were lodged in the foot, of young
Jewett. At last Recounts it was feared that am
putation would be rendered necessary.
------------------ e*---------------------- -
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Battle in Missouri!

Mr. Cyreous Hall,
—The celebrated Cleveland artist, is now in
•this city where he will remain a short time, for
the purpose of coloring photographic pictures.
Mr. Hall’s headquarteis will be at Mr. Lewis’
Gallery, where our citizens are invited to cull
and examine specimens of his work. A photo
graph when colored by Mr. Hall excels the hest
oil painting—being the next thing to a living
likeness.

Camping Out.
Mt. Vernon Zouaves, on Mouday last, marched
out to the Millwood Cavee, a distance of some
J 2 miles, erected tents, and there spent the week»
in true military style, enjoying themselves, as
we have learned, to “the top of their bent,” The
Zouaves are now an admirably drilled company,
and can do good service for the country, when
their services are required.

An Elegant Carriage.
At the Carriage Shop, of Mr. William Sander
son, on Saturday, we noticed a most beautiful
little slide-seat Carriage, made expressly to or
der for our good Democratic friend C. W. Kel
ler, E q , of Liberty township. The workman
ship is in Sanderson’s best sty le, ano is every way
creditable to his old and well-established shop.
Those who can afford the luxury of a Carriage
should by all means patronize Mr. Sanderson.

A Returning Soldier Killed.
As the 16th Regiment was returning to Z ines■ville on the Central Ohio Railroad, John Miers.
a member of a Coshocton Company was stand
ing on the top of the car with many other sol
diers, and in passing through a bridge a short
distance above this place, the timbers struck his
head and broke his skull. He was conveyed to
Virtue's Hotel ; but died on his way up. His
body was enclosed in a coffin and forwarded to
his friends.

The Army Worm at Wooster.
The Wooster Republican has the following in
its issue of the 1st inst:
For two or three days past, there has been no
little excitement in Wooster, on account of the
discovery of the army worm, by tens of thousands
in the fields about town. They are from an inch
to t»o inches in length, and in general appear
ance resemble the grub worm. Their courses
seems to be north, but they appear and disapear
so suddenly in tba same field, that it is difficult
to tell where they come from or whence they go.
Neither grass, oats, coin, or any other vegetable,
seems to escape complete destruction where they
are, but as yet we have heard of no great dam
age from them.

Blackberry W’iue.
The American Agriculturist gives the follow
ing receipt for making Blackberry Wine :
Take ripe berries, picking out decayed ones,
and press out the juice through a close linen
cloth. To each quart of juice add one quart of
water, in which is dissolved two pounds of good
white sugar—second quality, or “B sugar” an
swer well. Put into glass bottles or stone ware
jugs, and cover the mouth with millinet cr any
open woven cloth to admit air and keep out in
sects. Set in the cellar for six months, more or
less and then pour off carefully from the lees, in
to clean bottles, and cork up for use as wanted.
For large quantities, clean oaken barrels may
be used, covering the bung with millinet. It is
not essential to rs ok off the wine until wanted
for use or far sale.
_

Springfield, Mu-, A ng. 5.
A battle occurred to-day at Dug Spring. 19
miles South of this place, between tin Federal
forces under Gen. Lyon and the rebel troops un
der Ben. McCulloch, in which 8‘.of the former
were killed and 30 wounded, and 40.of the latter
killed and 44 wounded.
Gen. Lyon took 80 stand of arms and 15 hor
ses and wagons. 270 U. S. Cavalry made a
charge upon a body of rebel infMitry, said to
have been 4,000 Arong, and cut their way through
them aud back, with a loss of only 5 men.
The charge was most gallant and terrible, sev
eral of the rebels being found with their heads
cloven entirely through.
'Ihe enemy retired during the uig.Lt and Gen.
Lyon took possession of the field. Another bat
tie was momentarily expected, the enemy being
in large force west of Springfield. Particulars
as soon as possible.
St. Lows, Aug. 6.
On Thursday, news reached that the enemy
were advancing on us in three columns with a
force numbering 20,000 men. General Ljod
immediately set out to meet them with the 2d
aod 3d Missouri regiments.from here and the 4th
and 2d Kansas and the 1st Iowa regiments, with
2 or 3 companies of regular infantry and two or
three companies of regular cavalty, from Camp
McClellan, about 12 miles west of here.
Gen. Lion encamped that evening on Tyrel
Creek and on Friday advanced to Dug Spring
about 19 miles south-west of Springfield, when
he obtained intelligence of the enemy and a
fight took place between 4 and 6 o’clock, P. M.
A body of two hundred and seventy of Lyon’s
cavalry, as previously reported, were crossing a
ridge of high land partially enclosed on the east
by a valley, and when descending the hill came
upon a large force of the enemy’s infantry, vari
ously estimated at from 2000 to 4000, and being
u iab'e to retreat they charged and cut their waythrough with a loss of five men. The Lieutenant
commanding the cavalry was killed after killing
eight of the rebels. Meantime the enemy ap
peared in large numbers moving along the val
ley, but they were put to flight bv our artillery.
Our infantry was not engaged
The rehels re
treated southward to a place called McCulloch’s
Store, on the Fayetteville road
The n umber of rebels found dead on the field
amounted to 40 and some 44 wounded were pick
ed up.
Gen. Lyon is said to be strongly entrenched
in close proximity to the enemy, and another
buttle was expected.
It is said there is a body of some 5000 men
30 miles west of ns, who are coming in to attack
the town in Gen. Lynn’s absence.
We have here two Companies of the third Reg
iment of Missouri Volunteers and about 700 or
800 Home Guards from tne surrounding country
and two«pieces.
While I write two companies of the Home
Guards have just gone out to reeonoitre for the
enemy from the west. We are waiting for them
with confident hearts and strong arms, deter
mined that they shall not take the town without
a bloody struggle.
Four or five batteries of rifled cannon cfheavy
calibre arrived by the Ohio & Mississippi R. R.
to-day. Preparations are being made to take
them on a Government steamer.

From Kansas.
Levenworth, Aug. 9.
M e have intelligence from the Southern Kan
sas border that great excitement prevailed there,
i wing to the action of a band of half bred Cher
okees with some white outlaws from Arkansas
and Missouri, headed by John Mathews, a leader
from the Osage country.
It is reported that 16 men have been killed
and 60 families driven from the Cherokee neu
tral land, who have taken refuge in Humboldt,
Kansas. The outlaws threaten an attack upon
tl at p ace.
messenger has Rrrived here, re-

A.

qneBting assistance from the Government.

Lectures on Japan apd the Japanese.
Revd. I>r. Bettelheim, nine years resident
Missionary in Loo Choo, and iiitrepreter to the
United States Japan expedition, under Commo
dore Perry, will lecture on Japan and the Jap
anese Friday and Saturday evening, Aug. 16th
17th, at 7| o’c'oek, in the Presbyterian Church

The Tax Bill.
The following is the Tax Bill which has pass
ed Congress :

The Direct Tax Bill has passed both Houses
of Congress. It provides for the raising of §20.
000,000. Incomes over §800 are to be taxed 3
per cent. Oa sugar the duty is 2 cents, on cof
fee 3| cents _&nd on tea loots.

The Convention and its Proceedings and
Nominations.
We publish elsewhere in our columns this
morning the proceedings of the Democratic State
Convention held itt ibis city yesterday.
There was a full representation from every
eouDty in Ohio, of able and substantial delegates,
and they petformed their work well.
The resolutions will attract the attention and
receive the approbation of the Democracy and all
other real Union men in Ohio, and will be gall
aid worm-wood to the mad-enps and sectional
fanatics in the State, who will assail them with
wrath and fury.
The ticket is a good one—not a man being
nominated for any office for which he is not
thoroughly qualified. It will be found in its ap
propriate place under our editorial head, where
it will stand until the second Tuesday in October
next, when the Statesman will have the satisfac
tion to announce its ratification by a triumphant
election by the people.
We have had the pleasure of attendiog many
Democratic State Conventions, but never did we
See congregated a more noble set of men than
those who came up here on the 7th of August.
The delegates were from and of the people, and
came to do the people’s will. Union, harmony
and concord prevailed, and the resolutions passed
in the committee and the Convention without a
dissenting voice.
Now friends 1 Democrats! Uuion men! go
to work one and all, aud from this time until the'
day of election, let there be diligence, energy and
the same unity that prevailed in the Convention,
and the triumph of the ticket -rill be overwhelm
ing.— Statesman.

[From the Cincinnati Encjuirer-I

looo’t Delay to Purify 4l«3 Bojod.

The Army Beaten to Save the Kepuhlican Party.
The Washington correspondent of the New
York Journal of Commerce, after stating the fact
that the late miscarriage, defeat and dLgruee of
our army at Manassas was caused by Gen. Scott
being compelled to move before he was ready by
the incessant clamor and importuity of members
of Congress, and the threats and abuse of a num
ber of Republican papers, adds :
“ Membeas of Congress privately came snivliag to the President, and declared that the partv
was ruined, and.that it could not be kept up un
less he would order a movement against the en
emy. The President yielded to this appeal, as
he had done en a remarkable occasion before,
when ho gave an order which, inaugurated the
war. Gen. Scott yeilded to the o der of the
President, though against his own inclination and
judgments The movement was an entire aban
donment of Gen. Scott's plan of the campaigh.”
So our brave men were slaughtered, the coun*
try humiliated, because the step that led to that
result wa3 regarded as necessary by the the Re
publicans to save the party from ruin. The coun
try was to take the frightful risk, in order to ben
efit a mischievous party organization. The Pres
ident and Cabinet have shown all through a much
greater regard for part? than they have for coun
try. The Journal of Commerce pertinently says:
“The question now is, whether the Executive
is to be ruled hereafter, as heretofore, by infat
uated and interested partisans, and whether the
war is to be put under their conduct. If so, no
capitalist, at home or abroad, will contribute to
the war funds , nor can an army be raised and
kept in the field for six months, much less, for
two years, which is the shortest time in which is
the rebellion can be subdued. Secretary Chase, I
it is known, has taken a firm stand against the
political interference with the conduct of the war;
but members of Congress will be able to counter
act his influence."

General MtDoweli. at Washington, since
the late disaster at Bull Run, iu accounting for
the defeat of our forces, attributed much to the
inexperience of Commanders, and said that he

LIPPITT’S CITY DRUG STORE,

PURIFY THE BLOOD.

DR.

WEA VER’S

OPPOSITE THE KENYON HOUSE.

CANKER & SALT RHEUM
SYRUP.
For the cure of Canker, Salt Rheum, Erysipelas
Scrofulous Disease, Cutaneous Eruptions, Sore
Byes, and every kind ef Disease arising
from an impure state of the Blood.
T'fie most (ffeefive Stood Purifier of the T9/A Century'
T is the Prescription of an Educated Physician,
__ and all who sre afflicted with any of the above
named diseases, should use it wit boat delay. It will
drive the disease frem the system, and when once
out on the Skin.a few applications of Dr. We vvbk’s

T

CSIRATS. DK OIYEUfliKT,

and you have a permanent cure.
THE CERATE has proved itself to be the best
Ointment ever invented, and where once used, it has
never been known to fail of effecting a permanent
cure of Old Sores, Tetter and Ringworm, Ncald
Head, Chilblains and Frost Bites, Barber’s Itch,
Chapped or Cracked hands or Lips, Blotches or Pim ■
pies on the face. And for Sore Pipits and Sore Eyes.
the Cerate is the only thing requited to cure. It
should be kep t in the house of every family.
Read the following letter from the most reliable
authority, and any person desiring further evidence
of the cure will get by addressing a few lines to Mr.
Parker:—
Eau Claire, Eau Claire Co., Wis., Oct. 1, ISA1-.
Messers. J. N. Harris & Co.—Gentlemen: Your
agent Mr. A. F. Barnes, whilst passing through our
place, casually heard of a most offectual cure of an
obstinate case of salt rheum in a member of my fam
ily, having politely requested the tacts of tho case, I
most cheerfully comply with his request.
The subjoct of this romarkable cure is my son, and
was attacked with salt rheum when about a year and
a half old. I applied from time to time for aid to the
most efficient physicians in the easttern states, one
of whom had traveled Europe ; but whilst he would
at times receive some temporary relief, still the disease remained, and would break out occasionally,
with the most virulent typ6, rntil he arrived at the
at the age of fourteen vear3, when my eve providen
tially rested upon tho advertisement of Dr. Weaver’s
Canker and Salt Rheum Syrup and Cerate. I at
on -e procured one bottle, which on trial so encour
aged me that I procured two more, with the Cerate,
and the result is that my son now is and has been ef
fectually cured of that wretched disease for the last
thiee and a half years. Respectfully vours,
ALFRED PARKER
Price of Syrup $1, Cerate 25 cents per bottle.

J-J-- WHOLESAEE

AND RETAIL DRUGGIST.

Manufacturers of—

Lippitt’s Rat Exterminator,
Unrivalled Cough Syrup,
Egyptian Plaster,

Indigo LIuo,
Cholera and Piarhose Cordial,
Neuralgia Pills,
Superior Writing Fluid.

Wholesale Dealers in

for—

Agents

cest Oil Stand Lamps,
Coal Oil Hanging Lamp*.
Goal Oil Sid* La’wps,

Hostetter’s Bitters,
Bcerhave’a
do.

liufiand’s

do.

Cephalic Pills,
Mrs. Winslow’s Soothing Syrup,
Pratt & Butcher’s Magic Oil,
Merchant’s Gargling
do.
Clarke’s Female Pills.

Coal Oil Lamp Chimneys,
Chimney Brushes and Wicks,
Lamp Shades and (Hobes,
Coal an<t Carbon Oil, :a c^iianti
to suit perchasrts.

I cm now in the receipt o* the largest s.ud moot complete stock of FRENCH 2tNC, PURE WH,
LEAD, Chrome Green, Dry and in Oil Yarsish, and White Wash Blushes, ever hrought to this mar
which we invite attention of the trade.

Tvilet Articles.
Burnett’s Cocoanc,
Woods’ Hair Restorative,
Chinese Lilley White,
Rouge Bali and Meen Fun,
Charcoal Tooth Paste,
French,English and Am. Perfum’ryj
Transparent Bar Soap.
i

Oils.

Sundries.

No. 1 Lard Oil,
Sperm Gil,
Fish Oil,
Linseed Gil,
Olive Oil,

i,

Sard Paper, No. 0, t, I J,
Il
Shoe Blacking and Brushes,
Supporters, Trasses and ohool
braces,
Pcotch end Navcoboy Snuff,
Carriage and itaihing Sporigos,
( Carden, Field aud Flow®- Seed

Ncet's Foot Oil,
Castor Oil.'

Physicians’ Proscriptions and Family Recipes carfefH'y compounded.
be genuine, and of tho best quality.

.Vtudictnes warrantee

A. W. LIPPITT, City Drug Store
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GROVER & BAKER, STILL AHEAD!

Mammoth Clothing Ha

Sisn of lb(!

Main. Street, next door to

J, E.

r>as,

Wnodbruif,

MOUNT VERNON, OHIO.
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K

.\'£W Film, .VEW GOODS, NEW PfilC
rjHIIE undersigned takes pleasure -In j
1 and
I announcing
to the citizen* of Knox ,
the surrounding counties, that ho,

has just opened at the above stand, re-;
cently occupied by N. Epsstein a large I
GREAT REDUCTION IN PRICES!
and magnificent stock of
;
PERFECT New and Improved, Noiseless
would wager his life that two thirds of his officers Directions accompany each Bottle. Sold hy most
Grover A Baker Sewing Machine, for $40 I!!
Medicine Dealers.
The only Company that manufactures the two vari
had never before seen a common ball in the air.
J. N. HARRIS <& Co., Proprietors,
eties of Maehiues. Double Lock and Single Lock or
Also, a large and complete stock of M< ns’:
Forthe Western and Soutern States, Cincinnati, 0. Shuttle Stick! Victory after Victory ! ! !
and Boys’
g@“ Wilkes, of the New Yors Spirit of the
To whom orders for the above Medines may be
Intelligence reaches us from all parts of the Un
READY-MADL
Times, in Lis account of the battle, says, “ Gen addressed.
ion of victories achieved over Singer’s, Wheeler <£•
Slid Wholesale and Retail by S. W. Lippitt, Mt.
eral Schenck, who exhibited throughout the Vernon; James Blanchard, Mt. Vernon; R. 8. French, Wilson’s and all other Competing Machines.
The Prince of Wales selected Grover A Baker
Hats, Caps, Tranks, Yalices, Ac. Also, i
whole affair the most reckless bravery, now or1 Gambier; N. Dayton. Martinsburg; Montague & Machines. The Chines e Embassy selected them,
2-atesfc from Gen. Lyon's Column.
a large assortment of
dered his men to emerge and charge the main llosee, Fredericktown; W. T. Mahon, Millwood; S. and all well regulated families have, or should have
W.
Sapp,
Danville;
Roberts
A
Samuel,
Columbus.
St. Louis, Aug. 8.
one, because they make less noise, are more simple,
Gents’ Furnishing (roods, !
battery by a flank movement, but owing to the
May ll-m6
run with greater speed, and less friction, consequent
A mf’ssenger is in this evening from Spring
In endless variety, and all of th»^r<ry |
ly
are
more
durable
than
other
machines.
They
remonstrance
of
nearly
all
the
officers,
the
des

i best description.
field, Mo., bringing late and itnpot taut intelli
Household Remedy—Everybody keeps it. also make the most beautiful and elnstio stieh or
Having constantly a buyer in life East'
gence from that sectio n Gen. Lyon had fallen perate project was abandoned.”
soam, which is fastened when it leaves the Machine.
I have every advantage of Affle market;
back on that place < n Monday, where he was
This-is the pornl io the battle where the vol
I shall not hesitate to warrant ovory Machine sold.
and
as I buy all ruy goods for cash, I am j
PERRY DAVIS’
re-enforced by tweirty live hundred to ten thous
A word to the wise is sufficient. Call and got circu
enabled to sell at
unteers say “ Col. McCook saved their lives.”
VEGETABLE
and. The rebels, with an aggregate force of
lar and examine for yourselves.
• iWe are pretty familiar with the merits of the load £
iwentv thousand, were approaching in four col
A number of officers of the Fire Zouaves
ing machines, and for family use we prefer Grover
Than any other establishment in this
umns to attack him at Springfield. A great bat
THE GREAT
<fc Baker.— Ohio Parmer.
section of country. My goods are as
tle is anticipated; and news’from that quaaier is and the Seventy-iGnth New York Regiment have
Machine thread, Silk and Cotton constantly on
well, (if not better) made than any in th«
awaited with great interest.
resigned, and others will follow their example.
hand. Also, Needles and Pure Machine Oil for sale,
State, being ull manufactured under iay
at the MUSIC STORE, 2d door below Knox C®.
own supervision, by tho most experien
SAMUEL P. AXTELL.
Brigham Young has thrown off his al
ced master workmen. I can therefore
AKEN internally, it cures sudden Colds, Coughs, Bank.
Nov. 27. 1 860.
, safely say that I
•fee., Weak Stomach General Debility, Nursing
legiance to the United' Slates Government, and
Sore Mouth, Canker, Liver Complaint, Hispepsia or
72
THE PIONEER
de lared the independence of the Territory, The
Indigestion, Cramp and Pain in the Stomach, Bowel
MORTON & SAPP
Having always on hand a large stock
Morn ons were arming in every direction to main
! of goods, I am prepared to manufacture
) ESPECTFULLY inform the eitizons of Mount Complaint, Painter’s Cholic, ChoDra, Diarrhoea and
Vernon and vicinity, tha t they are now prepar Dysentery.
to order, at the shortest notice,
tain their independence at all hazards.
ed to suit every one in their line of business, atpri Applied externally, cures Felons, Boils and Old
EVERY ARTICLE GALLED FOR
Sores, severe Burns and Scalds, Cuts, Bruises and
G. VV. PITCHER,
The loan bill juai passed by Congress vir cea that cannot be sold under.
AT A CLOTHING STORE,
Sprains.
Swelling
of
the
Joints,
Ringworm
and
Tet

Successor
to
GO ANO SEE
and I will guarantee that ail my work
tually repea's the sub-treasury system, by allow Their new stock of Boots, Shoes, and Gaiters, of all ter, Broken Breasts, Frosted Feet and Chilblains,
will givo entire satisfsi tiiin. My uietto
ing the banks to retain in their vaults any mon sizes and styles. In addition to our other stack, we Toothache, Pain in the Face, Neuralgia and Rheu
is: “ Quick sales and small profits.” “I
THE PIONEER GIFT BOOK STORE
have a- splendid assortment of lints and Caps of the matism.
study to please.”
eys subscribed to government loans until they latest style ; Men’s and Boy’s Military Caps ; and
It is a sure euro for Ague, Chills and Fever.
A’o. 677 Broadway New York,
Remember the place—Sign of
For Sore Throat, the Pain Killer used, mixed with
are needed for the use of government..
also, a good a sortmoht of Hosiery and Gloves.
!
the
Red Flag, Main street, Mt. Vernon.
TIse
Oldest
Established
Gill
Book
Shoe-makers will find it to bo their interest to buy water, as a gargle, will cure, and it is used with groat
| ap 9:tf
D. H. ARNOLD.
House.
success iu Diptheria.
The re -nt fight has added a new simile their Leather and Findings at
TSie Vain Kilicr
ffiorton
«St
Sapp
’
s
Doot
mid
Shoe
Store,
descriptive of peed to the already redundant Corner of Main and Vine streets, Banning Buiidin
fftken internally, should he adulterated with milk or A Gift with every Hook, Worth from COc.
to SI00,00.
water, or made into syrup with molasses. For a
vocabulary oi joekeydvm. It is new said of the Mt. Vernon, Ohio.
may 14
Cough, a few drops on sugar oaten will be more effec
•AstPst horse. “ He runs like a member of Con*
G.
W.
PITCHEPv
having purchased tho entire
tive than anything else.
tress at Bull’s Run,”
See Printed Directions, ichich accompany each hottie. stock and business of the late firm of Messrs. D. W.
JO2IN W. POWER.
The PztIN KILLER is by universal consent al Evans & Co., 677 Broadway, at prices in accordance A Large anti Uretiy Assortnxv
•tcST" The Charleston Mercury learns that e
FTER an absenso of many months, during lowed to havo won for itself a reputation unsurpassed with tho times, is prepared to offer greater induce
which
time
he
lias
been
following
bis
profession
io the history of raedi ral preparations. Its instanta ments to the purchasers of Books than ever before.
requisition has been made upon Soinh Carolina
HUMOROUS PICTURE BOOKS,
of Photographist and Ambrotypist in the principal
neous effect in the entire eradication and extinction The Gifts are selected with cate, ard are of the be-t
for 2.000 more troops, and li e Columbia Guar galleries of Fine ort in the South and West, has re of PAIN, in all its various forms incidental to the quality and of the most fushionable styles. The
UNTEAR ABLE PICTURE BOOKS.
human family, and tho unsolicited written and ver Books are old at the lowest retail prices, and a gift
dian gives a report that Gov, Pickens intends to turned to Mt. Vernon, and opened his
bal testimony of the masses in its favor, "have been —useful or ornamental —in value from 50o. to $100 i
UNL;N GALLERY t F ART,
form two ramps of 3 000 each.
OIL COLORED VIEWS,
is given with each Book.
)
In the spacious rooms prepared especially for him, and are its own best advortisment.
What stronger proof of those facts can bo produced
What I claim as the peculiar advantages of thia I
over the Banking house of Messrs. Rus
(tf^5“ Read Prof. Woods advertisement in an immediately
ALPHABET BLOCKS.
sell, Sturges <fc Co., West side of Main street, Mt. thun the following letter, received unsolicited, from business is that I give more for the same sroouni of
other column.
*
REV. W. JACOBS:
money than the rogolar dealer iu Books, and thus
Vernon, where he is prepared and furnished with tho
Newark, N. J. June 6th, 1860.
make my Books advertise themselves. Also, crea
TRANSPARENT SLAT!
means of executing bis art in a manner not to be
Messers. Perry Davis & Son—Gentlemen:—Allow ting a healthy taste for useful and standard litera
surpassed by any artist in the land.
MecnJ
mo, unsolicited, to send you a word of commendation ture, by introducing Books, in many cases, where
BOXES OF PAINTS,
SAfe-Sszed Pliolograpiss,
|
Painted in oil colors, by the best Artist of the North for your Pain Killer. I havo used it in my family they have hitherto been almost unknown.
these
several
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and
found
it
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it
claims
to
be.
The Books are New
CHESSMEN, DOMINOS,
West, Arabrotypes of all sizes, from minaturc to the
■JlST* Ur. Leland’s Anti Rheumatic Band is the
For Rheumatism, Coughs Uolds, Burns Cholera ten and fresh from the publishers’ hands, and all orders j
only known remedy for Rheumatism, Gout and Neu very largest size, taken in the shortest notice, at the dencies and difficulties, as well as diseases generally are filled and delivered with the utmost dispatch to |
BACKGAMMON BOARDS, &c.
ralgia. and the pernicious effects of Mercury, and it most reasonable prices. His large stock of Frames, that prevail in families, I regard the Pain Killer as all parts of the United Slates and the Canadas.— i
is with the greatest satisfaction, as to its merits, that eases, and Lockets cannot be surpassed in Ohio.— beyond all price, and as efficacious beyond any modi The central loestron of New York giving peculiar
PORTFOLIOS’,
wo call the attention of our readers to tho advertise His Light will permit him to operate at all hours of cine within my knowledge. We keep it as our chief facilities for rapidity and cheapness of transporta
ment in another column of our paper, of the Anti the day, and in all kinds of weather, having been family medicine, and find its use in ordinary cases tion, which are unfi'val’ed by any oity in tho world.
prepared under his immediate supervision. Hefeels
PORTE PION AIS,
Rhournatio Band.
july 16-4w.
confident that nothing is wanting to make it a per worth more than :m.y doctor. The testimony of oth
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are open for application, and all persons desiring &
nish all country Artists with all kinds ofStock at East favorable. Many clergymen have spoken of it in the pleasant, easy and profitable employment., requiring
ern prices. The entire community are cordially in highest, terms as a family medieince. Missionaries but little of their time, will do well to accept at the
S’ARSk’S PRICKET PILASTERS.
SCAP BOOKJ,
in repeated instances have said.to mo in person and
vited to call at the Uuion Gallery of Art.
They Imparl Strength; they Annihilate Pain.
earliest opportunity and in their Dames.
Don’t forget to call at his Rooms over Rus in their letters, that the Pain Killer was by far the
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ers around them. Thus much I am inclined to say and wall earned reputation.
ENGLISH POETS,
throw of all the .offensive coagulated
Book Agents, and those desiring to become so, I
as an act- of justice to yourselves, and as a benefit to
In Antique-mor-and Blue and GoD. Jindiw
impurities off the system. They GOOD NEWSFOt THE PEOPLE! others. You are at liberty to use this testimonial, if liould examine my terms, as ten books can be sold !
Porus
should be used for all Chronic Pains,
in the same time that oiio may be disposed of In the ’ POCKET BIBLES AND TESTAMENTS.
of any service.
Rev. W. B. JACOBS,
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etc.
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Plasters
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MISCELLANEOUS BOOKS,
active properties when other Plasters
Fort Moultrie. We run them in not in the
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A Good Assortmt!
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through
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throughout the U. States and in Foreign Countries.
cannot exist. Every family should by the car load.
jlSSr- This is the onlv Gift Book House that has
By All
Price 25 cts., 50 cts., and $1, per bottle.
We are not only selling Sugars extremely low, but
rocoived the voluntary endorsement of over five !
Dealers have them. One size.on cloth, three
J. N. HARRIS & Co.,
sizes on leather. Sample sent by* all other goods as comparitively cheap. Thankful Proprietors for the Western and Southern States,
hundred city and country journals, and of the lead- :
From
WHITK’S
mail, on receipt of 25 cents.
to the Public for their liberal patronage, we solicit a
ing
publishing houses of the country.
Cincinnati, Ohio.
1 to
D. S. BARNES, 13 <£ 15 Park Row continuance of the same and hope to merit it in fu
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Sold Wholesale and Retail by James Blanchard,
Dimes. N. Y.
ture by selling goods cheap and fair dealing at the S. W. Lippitt, Mt. Vernon; R. S. French, Gambier; tensive House of the kind in the world.
April 16, 1861.
Dec. 11, I860.
Old Corner.
fab. 26,’61.
G. M. FAY.
N. Dayton, Martinsburg; Montague & Ilosac, Fred
I pay the most liberal commission to Agents.
Something tor the Times!!!
Mrs. C. P. Brister, Editross of Newark (0.)
/7S©' I keep the most varied and extensive stock ;
SPLENDID lot of Hams and Dried Beef iust ericktown ; W. T. McMahon, Millwood; S. W. Sapp,
Times, writes in her paper of January 29, 1S59, as
of Books and Gifts, and gratuitously circulate the ) .1 NECESSITY IN EVERY HOUSEHOLD!
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follows:
most-complete and best classified catalogue in the •
Feb. 25,’51.
G. M. FAY.
We know that Dr. Roback’s Scandinavian Reme
country.
Spring anti Summer Remedy.
dies are all they claim to be. The Dr. presented us
.gaF* I guarantee perfect satisfaction to all who i
BOUND TO BLA1Z!
The Strongest Gine in the World
with a few bottles of his Scandinavian Blood Purifier
Good for the Stomach.
may favor me with their patronage.
WISH it distinctly understood we have no con
For Cementing Wood, Leather, Glass, Ivory,
and boxes of his Blood Pills last summer which put
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China, Marble, Porcelain, Alabaster.
new life into us. They invigorate, strengthen, and
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purchased of Mr. J. Georgs the stock and paid him
Bone, Coral, d-c., tbc., Ac.,
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safe in recommending the Blood Purifier to all suf even as a creditor. We have his documents to prove The Celebrated New England Remedy
Money, if possible, should be sent in form of
duced which will withstand water.'
feb. 26,’61.
G. M.FAY.
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fering from debility, be tho cause what it may, the the same.
Drafts, as payment can be stopped if lost through
___
HABITUAL CONSTIPATION,
Pills have this peculiarity, they are powerfully ac
the mail.
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General
Oebility
tive, amt at the same time leave the patient stronger
Letters enclosing money may be sent at my risk,
,<Evory honFekeeper should have a supply of John
and all Oiseanes ai i»ing from a OiHorder.
and in an improved condition, different from most
provided they are registered according to law.— A Crosl
American Cement Glue.”—.V F 7’,
ed Stomach, S.tver, or Bowel.,
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‘ It is so convenient to have in the house
and you will feel like many who have been relieved,
of
all,
assuring
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transmittance
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Books.
Physicians of the country, and all who try them
Express.
and willing to add your testimony to their efficacy.
In ordering Books, the title, iu black letters
pronounce them invaluable.
” It is always ready : this commends it to i very
See advertis, mjut.
IS THE ONLY REMEDY KNOWN FOR.
Da. JAMES L. LEEPERE, writes from Navarre, only, should bo used. The writing should be plain, | body.”—N. Y. Independent.
RHEUMATISM. GOUT AND NEURALGIA Stark Co., Ohio, “the Bitters are highly praised by and the Name, Post Office, County and State should
“
Wo have tried it. and find it as useful in om
following is an extract from a letter written
those suffering front indigestion, dyspepsia and liver be distinct to avoid mistakes.
AND A SURE SURE FOR
house as water.”— Wilkes Spirit of the Times.
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Waist, without injury to tho most deli ’.ate person
Winslow’s Soothing Syrup for Children Teething: —
no change in habits of living is required, and it en with great assurance of its merits.”
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Winslow’s Soothing Syrup. Now we ne never said producing the injurious effects arising from the use us that they are the most valuable medicine offered. Will con vinca yon that the best and most economi
78 WILLIAM STREET,
a word in favor of a patent ntedioine before in our of powerful internal medicines which weaken and He has recommended them with great success, and cal way of purchasing books is to send to the
(Corner of Liberty Street-,}
NEW YORK
life, but wo feel compelled to say to your readers destroy the constitution, and give temporary relief with them made several oures of palpitation of the
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stores the parts afflicted to a healthy condition.— ed for three years with great nervous debility, pal
; reefed, I will offer for gale, a; the South Door of th«
pitation of the heart of the most severe and prosThis
band
is
also
a
most
powerful
A
nti
-M
ercurial
677 Broadway, Y. N. I Court House, in the city of Mt. Vernon, Chib,
A Sure Cure for a Felon.—When the soreness first
trating character, '“after using a few bottles I was
| Saturday, the 17th day of August, A. D 1861,
commences,or even when far advanced, it can be re agent, and will entirely relieve the system from the completely restored, and am now in robust health.’
' Between the hours of Id o’clook A. M. and 4 o’clock
lieved and entirely cured by holding the finger or pernicious, effect of Mercury. Moderate cases are
NEW
GEORGE W. HOFFMAN says he was afflieted
1
cured
in
a
few
days,
and
we
are
constanly
receiving
i P. M. of said dav, the following described real
part afflicted in Perry Davis’ Pain Killer for half an
with rhumatism for twenty years, in ail its various
testimonials
of
its
efficacy
in
aggravated
cases
of
tate, to-wit: Lot number live Hundred and Eighteen
hour. It has been thoroughly tested, and proves a
IM
forms, and at tho date of his letter he had been two
I in Banning’s Addition to the town of Mt. Vernon,in
never failing remedy. A fellou is a troublesome long standing.
Knox County, Ohio, with the appurtenance*, to sat
thing, and we would advise all so troubled to test Price $2,00,,to be had of Druggistsgenerally, or can years well; the Bitters effecting the oure, when
be sent by mail or express, with full directions for several physioians could do him no good. He says,
the remedy.
isfy a judgment in the esse of David Burger v»
WfilsLIAWI BEAM,
Joseph Watson and Samuel Burger, appraised
Sold by modicine dealers generally, july 16 4t. ' use to any part of tho country, direct from the Prin “for rhumatism, dyspepsia, liver complaint, kidney
cipal office.
affection, or dropsy, it is a specific certuin remedy.” Late of the firm of BEAM & MEAD, having located $600.
D. C. MONTGOMERY,
J. W. HUNT writes from Delphos, Allen Co., 0.,
. No. 403 BROADWAY, New York.
himself on the
July 16-4t.
Master Com. K. C. Pleas.
We take delight in referring our afflicted friends
(a section where Fever and Ague prevails.) that he !
to the drugstore of James Blanchard, where that G. SMITH & CO. Sole Proprietors, most oheerfully recommends them of decided merit EAST SIDE OP MAIN STREET. ONE D00P.
Fort
Sumter
Evacuated,
SOUTH OF LIPPITT’S DRUG STOKE,
most estimable medicine medicine, Dr. S.O. Rich
N. B.—Descriptive Circulars Sent Free.
HE evacuation of Fort Sumtor by the Unit®J
in all cases of FEVER AND AGUE, DYSPEPSIA, and Dearly opposite the KENk ON 110U8E, trust*
ardson's SHERRY WINE BITTERS, can be pro
Agents Wanted Everywhere —fLy;
States does not say that E. WILCOX?.#
»vu
WILCOX hass evahis friends and the public generally, will cot fail to
For sale by James Blanchard, Mt. Vernon, Ohio. AND GENERAL DEBILITY.
cured. We advise our friends to use it, because we
D. K. GALLEI1ERS, M. D., writes from Van find him aud his now location, wiD’ 3 ^ood stock oi cuated his old stand oa Main street, over Brown’s
May 14, 1861.
know its value in curing Fever and Ague, diseases
Jewelry
Store,
whero
he
still
remains
amd
expeots
Wert, Ohio, “ I most respectfully recommend the
common to the West, and all Dew countries—it should
to conduct his business as heretofore, in all fas v*riShorry Wine Bitters to the notice of Dyspeptic perbe kept at hand in every family.
july 16-4t.
MEDICAL.
cash i>rices.
ous branches. Garments of all descriptiema ©uti
IIE subscriber respectfuTlTinforms the commit- sons’ and to a11 wh° rc(luil'0 a stimulating medicine. In Goodsat
Prices and Attention, he shall aim to please made to order on short notice, and as durabl# asc
nityinand around Mt. Vernon, that she has
S“I;,l„1\eWS
T'e rfcceiVn? Pa',h’‘
J)r. S. A. Weaver’s Canker and Salt Rheum Syrup.
and
merit
a
share
of
the
public
patronagi.
be dope at any other Tailor Shop on this-side of I
o„i»iz./i in said place
---- __as . a regular
,
...
...
dull Particulars Accompany Each. Dottle.
—The object of this Syrup is to throw all impurities settled
practising
Physi

April 23, 1S0L____
mountains, and in the latest style, aooprd^? y. <
They are soid by Medicine Dealers generally.
which are in the blood outs upon the surface of the cian, having graduated in Philadelphia, and as such
torn fashions.
'
*
Price
75
cts.
per
bottle.
J.
N.
11
VRRIS
dCO.
~
Custom
Work.
skin, which is the only true way that the blood can solicits patronage, especially from the female portion
Garments Cleaned and Rcpalyed in the
AARTICULAR attention paid to manufacturing.
ever be freed from them. When they are out upon of society. Her rooms are iu Hill’s Building, corner Cincinnati, Ooio, Proprietors for the Southern and
Western States, to whom address all orders.
i
Measured wjirk and repairing done on the shor- ner and on short notice. Cutting done to
the skin, they can at once be removed by applying of Main and Gambier st.roets, entrance between Tay
For sale by S. W. Lippitt, Mt. Vernon, O.; James I L notice.
torners. Feeling thankful to hi, oid oustomef«lcf
fmayll]
MORTON A SAPP.
tho Cerate, which will in all cases effeot a permanent lor & Gantt’s and Munk’s stores.
Blanchard,
Mt.
Vernon;
R.
S.
French,
Gambier;
N.
their liberal support heretofcre received, he aolf****
Country calls promptly attended to.
cure. There is bo external application which will
Dayton, Martinsburg; Montague «fc Hosac, Frede
ALL and see those nice and cheap Sugars,before a continuance of tho same, and ask* as many®**
July 23-tf
JANE PAYNE. M. D.
aiono permanently oure this class of diseases.
ricktown; W. T. Mahon, Millwood; S. W. Sapp,
purchasing elsewhere, at the Oiu Corn^f.
ones as fijeJ they oaa trust-him with neir work.
■ gold by Blanchard and by Lipjitt. july 16-4t.
BLANKS of all kinds for sale at this Office.
Danville;Roberts & Samuel, Columbus. [May 11-6 ’■ Fib.
k 28,
9ft *61.
’S1
g.mY'ay.

Cloths, Cassimeres and
Vestings.

A

CLOTHING!!

PAIN KILLER,

FAMILY MEDICINE OF THE AGE

New Firm.
Boof, Shoe, H(d and Cap Store

T

^efl! Competition !

GIFT BOOK STOKE.

r

S>.

EVAIWS & CO.,

fiMH"

HOLIDAY PRESENT,
JUVENILE BOOKS,

WITH YOU ONCE MORE!

A

T

FORT SDfflTER

N

2%

A

JOHxlIS & C 81O*LEY’S
American Cement Glue

I

SHERRY WINE BITTERS,

GREAT CURE!

Anti Rheumatic Band,

T

I

to

STORE

MOUNT VERNON H

T

NEW GOODS

T

c

i;. WILCOX

MT. VERNON BUSINESS.

MT. VERNON BUSINESS.
88aw ay s. HUTCHM,!,
fSSKEY AND COUNSELLOR AT LAW,
And Notary Public,
MOUNT VERNON, OHIO.

BOOTS AND SHOES.
FOR

OFFICE—North side of Kf«nn Block.

gust23, 1860-1y.

___

CHARLES r. BALDWIN,

T T O R N E Y AT LAW,

MEN,

$fount Vernon, Onto.

>mpt attention given *o Collections and Secur11 Claims entrusted to his Care.
*C. F. Bhldwjn, is also, aNotarv Public, and
ittend to such business as is authorised by his
lission, with promptness and despatch.
ril 10th, 1860-6m*.__________________________

WOMEN,

BOYS,

MARSHAL. BEAM,

”Y & COUSELLOR AT LAW,
AND NOTARY PUBLIC,

MISSES.

Mount Vernon, Ohio.
'PICE—Judson’s Building, Main st., 2 doors
Knox County Bank.
(march 27.

NEW FURNITURE.
OW receiving at the old stand, sign of the Big
_ , Chair, over Sperry A Co.’s Store, the largest
and best stock of Furniture ever offered for sale in
this place, consisting in part of bofas, Tete-a-Tetes,
Loungos, Chairs, Marbla Top and Mahogany Tables,
Stands, Cane and Wood Seat Chairs, Cribs, Bed
steads, and in fact almost everything in Cabinet line
the market requires. I also keep on hand and make
to order Curled Hsir, Cotton and Husk Mattrasses,
Feather Bolsters and Pillows. I have Bailey’s Cur
tain Fixtures, the best in use, also, a few choice
Gilt MouidiDgs. Picture Frames made to order.
I have also the right t-o sell Fisk A Crane’s Patent
Burial Cases, and will keep them on hand.
The public are invited to call and examine my
stock and prices.
[apr26]
W. C. WILLIS.
JAMES H. M FARLAXO.

CHILDREN,

attorneys and Counsellors at Law,
MT. VERNON, 0.

’ILL ATTEND to all business Intrusted to

AND

them, in any of the Courts.
FrcR.—N. E. corner of Main and Gambier sts.,
Pyle’s Mereha-nt Tailoring establishment. oo2S

JOHN ADAMS,
Jlount Vernon, Ohio.

lewis’
TEMPLE OF ART!

MT. VERNON, KNOX COUNTY, OHIO.

Jffiee id Banning Building, northwest corner
i and Vine streets,in theroom formerly occupied
IL Mitchell.
jeH

I desire to inform the public that my

Splendid Sait of Photograph Rooms

Joseph C. Devin

ARE COMPLETED!
And now open for the reception of visitors. It is
MT. VERNON, OHIO.
needless to ootnment upon my work, as it ’■eeomOFFICE.—Three doors 8onth of the Bank.
mends itself. I make Photographs from small min
■ Prompt attention given to all business en- iatures to LIFE-SIZE, PLAIN or
ted to them, and especially to collecting and se
BEAUTIFULLY FINISHED IN OIL,
ag olaims in any part of the state of Ohio.
Water Colors, or
7:tf.

ISRAEL A DEVIN,

Ittorneys atLaw & Solltitorsin Chancery,

c. am.

AC MT AE» AC

FRANK H. HURD.

,e®k.

NEW

Old Stand of Beam & Mead,

HERE may be found a good assortment of
Chairs, Bedsteads, and Cabinet Ware, of
their own manufacture, at prices to suit the times.
By buying your Boots and Shoes of
All work warranted. AU kinds of Wood Turning
done on short notice nnd in good style. Country
Cabinet Makers will do v,ell to give us a call.—
AVING received a large assortment of every
Wagon Hubbs, Stair Banisters, Nuel Posts, Drops,
description of
and, in short, anything in wood can be turned at
our shop.
BOOTS AND SHOES,
N. B. Lumber, Country Produce, and Cash taken I am prepared to undersell any other establishment
in exchange for our work. All orders promptly at- in Mt. Vernon. All I ask of the peoplo of Knox Co.
tendud to. A share of Public Patronage solicited. is to give me a call, and examine my st-ocK before
Feb. 12, *61:y.
McFARLAND A WELLS.
purchasing elsewhere; and I will guarentee to make
the shoes and prices both fit. I am selling good
GAITERS at 75 cents, and first rate Congress Heel
Gaiters
for SI.00 to $1.25. Men’s first-rate kip boot?
FURNITURE
&
for$2.50 Women’s enld. pgd. boots for 76 to 80 cents,
WARE ROOMS.? and every thing else in the line of boots and shoes,
at least 20 per cent cheaper than the usual price
BANNING BUILDING, MT. VERNON, 0.
heretofore.
LEATHER.—A large lotof Sole and Upperleather,
HE undersigned respectfully announces to the
citisens of Knox and the surrounding counties, French and American calfskins, constantly on hand.
Lasts, Pegs, Shoe kit, and Findling of every
that he has greatly enlarged his business and Also,
is
now prepared to offer superior inducements to those description. All of which can be had for cash at
the lowest possible rates, at the store of
who wish to purohase
E. S. S. ROUSE, Jr.,
Cheap and Elegant Furniture.
No. 109 Main Street.
He will at all times keep on hand a large stock of
N. B.—Those who haye neglected to call and settle
BUREAUS,
WARDROBES, their accounts, due the late firm of E. S. 8. Rouse
BEDSTEADS, SOFAS, LOUNGES,
A Son are hereby reminded that it will bo to their
BOOKCASES, HAT-RACKS,
interest to call and aarange matters immediately.
CENTRE, PIER and
May 7, 1961.
DINING TABLES;
MAHOGANY, CANE SEAT and
COMMON CHAIRS, MATTRASSES, Ac.
\nd in fact, ever y article to be found in a first-class
Furniture Ware-room. I will also make to order
any article that may be called for. I employ the
KNOX COUNTY
very best workmen to be had, and every article sold
will be warranted. I solicit a continuat
the
liberal patronage heretofore extend tome.
JOSEPH McCORMICK.

SAVE YOITR MONEY!

W

MILLER A WHITE’S.
Mt. Vernon, May 1 7.1860-tf.

IHMIAB A BANNING,
A 3' O K N E Y 8 A T L A W ,

uel Israel.

MEAD’S,

.Furniture Rooms,)?

A Large Stock and eheap at

H. B. UANNia*.

DUNBAR.

W.

JK W AWL •

E. S. S. ROUSE, Jun’r.

H

JOSEPH M'CORMICICS

T

If you have an old Daguerreotype or Ambrotype
R. C. HURD A SON,
of a deceased friend, (no matter how poor), it can
Attorneys and Counselors at Law,
he enlarged to any siss and colored true to nature.
I wish particularly to impress upon the mind of
iar!2-tf
MOUNT VERNON, OHIO.
the public this important branch of Photography.
ASH, DOORS ANI> BCINOS.
I employ Mr. HALL, of Cleveland, the acknowledg
ed best COLORIST in Northern Ohio.
DEVOE &~HUBBELL,
Specimens of old pictures enlarged ean be seen at
NNOUNCE TO THE CITIZENS OF KNOX my Gallery.
dnd the sr.rrounding counties, that they are
AMBROTYPES
propared to manufacture to order all kinds of And all small work done on short notioe. We ex
i, Doors and Blinds, Window and Door Frames, tend a cordial invitation to all to call and examine
all work required in house finishing. We shall Specimens.
the very best material, and will warrant all our
ROOMS—Corner Main and Gambier Streets, over
k.
Gantt A Co.’s Store. Entrance same as Dr.
hop on High street, opposite the Court House, Taylor,
Kelsey’s Dental Rooms.
mt Vernon, Ohio.
[march20.
UNDERTAKING.
N. B. The olass of pictures termed 25 cent pic
The subscriber still continues the Undertaking
tures positively not taken at these rooms.
J. IT. MILLER,
Business, and having an elegant Hearse is prepar
nov!3-ly.
N. E. LEWIS.
ed to attend funerals in either town or country.
PAPER nANGER, FANCY GILDER, Ac.,
Coffins made to order, in the best style, and on the
THE CATARACT
1 09 a in St., up Stairs,
shortest notice. I can bo found it my Furniture
Mount Vernon, Ohio.
Ware-rooms, in Banning’s Building, opposite Wood
To
the
People
of
Knox
Connty
and
espe

ILDED SIDE AND TOP LIGHTS, WINDOW
ward Block, Mt. Vernon, O.
cially the Ladies.
Curtains, Decorative Paper Hanging, Ac., Ac.
Marchl3tf.
JOSEPH McCORMICK.
HAVE been for several years on the look ont for
id Scape Painting done to order.
Pictures
a good Washing Machine. I have had several
MEAT MARKET.
led in Rosewood or Gilt, on most reasonable
Wholesale and Retail Deale
tried in ray family and found some that did pretty
Stenoeling in paper or metal nsatly exwell as long as they kept in order. But they all
□’ojso-pxXx Beclitell
ted.
soon failed in this respect and some shook them
S. Blockletters cut to order.
AKES pleasure in an5 ay ? 2. 186 0.
_____________________ _____ selves to pieces.
anouncing to his old
Last fall I discovered the Cataract Machine ope
friends and customers that
rated
by
Mr.
Eiswald
the
inventor,
and
was
struck
IBROTYPES AND MELAINOTYPES.
he still continues to keep
with its simplicity; and especially with the fact that for sale the very best of
thero was no shaking motion to it. It had no more Beef, Pork, Veal, Mutton,
G. A. MCDONALD,
tendency to rattle to pieces than a grindstone, or a
JCTESSOR to Power A McDonald,respectfully spinning wheel. I induced Mr. Eiswald to bring his and Lamb, at his cellar, on Main street, opposite to
announces to the citizons of Mt. \ ernon and machine to Mount Vernon, and gave it a thorough Woodward Ilall, under Clark’s Tailor Shop. By
nity, that hestill continues to take Ambrotypes trial in my family, and also in some others; and be keeping good meats, and by honest dealing, he
hopes to merit a continuation of the liberal patron-'
lelainotvpos.in the best style of art, at hisrooms
April 27-tf
foodward Block. From a long experience in came so well satisfied with its merits that I purchas age he has retore hereceived,
ed the patent right for several counties.
iness he flatters himself that he will give entire
These
maohioes
are
now
maeufactured
at
the
Kosfaction to all who may favor him with business
ees as low as the lowest. Pleaso give me a call koslng Iron Works, by Buckingham A Co., and I
NEWARK, OHIO.
can confidently recommend tnem ns the best ma
MAIN STREET, MT. VERNON, OHIO.
,ro engaging pictnreselsewhere,
fmayltf,
chine for washing that I ever saw. They will wash
O
the
citizens
of Knox County, I would return
any amount of olothes from a shirt collar to half a
I). C. MONTGOMERY
my sincere thanks for the patronage extended to
doien shirts, without tearing or wearing them. They
me since I became proprieter of this House, and for
ATTORNEY AT LAW,
are not liable to get out of order and will last a
your continued patronage, I pledge myself to make
aning Building.over N. Me Giftin'sShot Slorc, lifetime.
MT. VERNON, OtflO.
Buckingham A Co., will warrant them to give en the Hollon House rank equal to any house in this DRUGS, MEDICINES, CHEMICALS, PUTTY
peciiilxttention given to the collection of claims, tire satisfaction. If not,the maohine may be returned part of the State, and my Guests shall have my un
the purchase and sale of Real-Estate.
in good order, within twenty days and the money divided attention for their comfort, while they remaine my guests.
J. S. HOLTON, Proprietor.
will be handed back without asking any questions.
N. B. I have good Stabling attached to this houso
HAVE for sale unimproved lands as follows:
C. P. BUCKINGHAM.
octll,
’
59tf.
Paints. Oils, Varnishes, Brushes nnd Dye
•HO acros in Osage county, Missouri.
Mt. Vernon, June 12, I860.
Staffs,
60(1 acres in Warren county, Missouri.
Dull &. McCoy’s
802 acres in St. Francois county, Missouri.
COMMRCIAEL COLLEGE,
125 aff)s in Hardin county, Ohio.
40 acre lot in Hardin county. Ohio.
COLUMBUS, OHIO.
•S3 acres in Meroer county; Ohio.
BRANDIES
lari
nE thorough manner in which Students of this PURE WINES AND
Institution are drilled in all the routine of bu
CABINET BUSINESS.
siness, has gained for it the proud distinction of

DRUG

I
NervousHeadache
""So'

sion of spirits. It is composed entirely of vegeta
bles, and those thoroughly combining powerful tonic
and soothing properties, and consequently can never
injure. Ar a a sure peventive and cure of
CONSUMPTION, BRONCHITIS, INDIGES
By the use of these Pills the periodic attaeks of TION, DYSPEPSIA, LOSS OF iPPETITE,
FAINTNESS, NERVOUS IRRITABILI
Nervous or Sick Headache may be prevented ; and
TY, NEURALGIA, PALPITATION OF
if taken at the commencement of an attack imme
THE HEART, MELACHOLY, HY
diate relief from pain and sickness will be ob
POCHONDRIA, N1GHT SWEATS,
tained.
LANGUOR, GIDDINESS, AND
They seldom fail in removing the Nausea and
THAT CLASS OF CASES SO
Headache to which females are so subject.
FEARFULLY FATAL CALL
They act gently upon the bowels, removing Cos
ED FEMALE WEARNESS,
tiveness.
AND IRREGULARITIES.
For Literary Men, Students, Delicate Females,
THERE IS NOTHING ITS EQUAL.
and all persons of sedentary habits, they are valu
Also,
Liver
derangements or Torpidity and Liver
able as a laxative, improving the appetite, giving
of the Kidney, or any generel !
tone and vigor to the digesti ve organs, and tester- Complaints,ntDiseases
of
Ur
mg the natural elast.c.ty and strength of the whole i R
on]y
tbo
(y f((]low!ng rhn]s
’^The CEPHALIC PILLS are the result of long I and Fever’but Prevent all attacks arising from Miasmatic influences, and cures the diseases at once, if
Investigation and carefully conducted experiments already attacked.
having been in use many years, during which time
TRAVELERS should have a bottle with them, ns
they have prevented and relieved a vast amount of it will infallibly prevent any deleterious conse
pain and suffering from Headache, whether origi quences following upon change of climate and water.
nating in the nervous system or from a deranged
As it prevents eostiveness. strengthens the diges
state of the stomach.
tive organs, it should be in the hands of all persons
They are entirely vegetable in theircomposition, of sedentary habits.
and may be taken at all times with perfect safety
LADIES Dot accustomed to much out-door exer
without making any change of diet, and the ab cise should always use it.
MOTHERS should use it,for it is a perfect relief,
sence of any disagreeable taste renders it easy to
taken a month or two before the final trial, she will
administer them to children.
pass
the dreadful period with perfect ease and safety.
BEWARE OF COUNTERFEITS !
There ia no ITIixinlie About it,
The genuine have five signatures of Henry C.
THE CORDIAL IS ALL WE CLAIM FOR IT!!
Spalding on each Box.

Bi

STORE.

JAMES BLANCHARD,

I

T

Drugs and Medicines,

HOLTON HOUSE,

T

T

ogcpli s.

The Business Man’s College!

Martin

AK BS pleasure in announcing to the citizens ot
Mt. Vernon and vicinity, that he continues to
rv on the

COACH AND CAL2IAGE FACT0HY.

CABINET MAKING BUSINESS,
FRONT STREET, MT. VERNON, 0.
ill its branches, at his old stand, at the loot of
ILLIAM SANDERSON respect
in street, opposite Buckingham’s Foundry, where
fully informs the public and his
; be found Bureaus, Tables, Chairs, Bedsteads,
friends that he continues to manufac- ■
shstands, Capboards, An., Ac.
tare Carriages, Barouches, Rockaways, Buggies, Wa
gons, Sleighs and Chariots, in all their various styles
UNDERTAKING. , ,
have provided myself with a new and splendid tff finish and proportion.
All orders will be executed with stri jtrsgar J to du»rse. and will b» ready to attend funerals whenir called upon. Coffins of all sites kept on hand rahilRv and beauty of finish. Repairs wi/ also beattendeuin on the most reasonable terms, As I use in
made to order.
J. 8. MARTIN.
all my work the very best seasoned stuff, and employ
ibSrtf
none but experienced mechanics, I feel confident that
REMOVAL.
all who favor me with their patronage, will be perfect
ly satisfied on a trial of their work. All my work
C.
M~KELSEY
will be warranted.
DR
Purchasersarerequested togive me a call heore buying elsewhere.
Mar.20:Vj
AS taken for a term of years the rooms former
ly occupied by N. N. Hill, immediately over
dor, Gantt & Co.’s, where he will prosecute the
-ious duties of his profession with an experience
over 16 years constant practice, and an acquain
ts with all the late improvements in the art, he
Is confident of giving entire satisfaction. The
jt skill of the profession warranted to be exercised
everv ease.
n hand a large stock of Dental Materiallately
cured from the east.
Jntranco >.n Main srtet, betweeen Taylor, Gantt
Co.’s and L. Muuk’s Clothing Store.
Lpril 19, 1869-tf
________ _____________

W

DENTIST,

Stoves! Stoves!

SASH, DOOR AND BLIND

FACTORY!
DIE SUBSCRIBERS WOULD INFORM THEIR
friends and the public generally,tbat they have
loved their Machinery to the Furlong Foundry,
eat of High Street, where, in connection with S.
.vis, they keep on hand and manufacture to order,
short notice,

JAMES HURTSBERRY
PEOPliE’S & SON'S
HOUSE-FURNISHING

tors, Sash, Blinds and Mouldings

all the various patterns. Surface nnd Irregular
aning and Flooring, hard or soft, dressed to order,
e would ask for the new firm a continuance of the
trona
so liberally bestowed on the old one.
BYERS A PATTERSON.
Mt. Vernon, 0., June 12, 1860.

pZ“»7m[cB ri ar,

wt-qu'l.O respectfully inform the citizens of Mt.
N Vernon, Ohio, and vicinity, that he has peranentlv located in Mt. Vernon, for the purpose of
■ icticimr his I’Tofession in the best and most submtial style of the art. and I would say to those
v> mav favor mo with their patronage, that my
shall and will compare both in beauty and dudnlity with any in the State. I would also say to
,09® who are afflicted with Diseased mouths, that
am prepared to treat all diseases of the mouth unanv form. Also to remove tumors from the
outh or antrum. All operations warranted, and
oAerato c'aargos. I have taken a lease of my pres
it suit of rooms from Dr. Russell, for five years
i,h the refusal of ton. The best of references
be ■'iven.
LJuue 19, 1360.

MOUNT VERNON*

WOOLEN FACTORY!
l?IE SUBSCRIBER would call the attention ol

I Gio public fco the fact, that the Old Lucerne Facis removed to Mt. \ ernon, at

NOItTON’S OLD FACTORY,
nd is being fitted up with good Machinery for doa Custom business, and that I am now ready to
'’eivo Wool to manufacture iuto Cloth, Caseimere,
Jnett, Blanket* and Flannel on Shares or. by the

ESTABLISHMENT!

The oourso of Study is full and thoroughly prac
tieal. All the late forms and improvements are in
troduced, and the Faculty will guarantee any one
after he has completed the course, to he fully quali
fied to keep the books of any business house,
Daily Lectures delivered on Book-keeping, Pen
manship, Commercial Calculations,Commercial Law
Political Economy, Elocution, Ac.

FOR MEDICAL PURPOSES ONLY

PERFUMERY,

TERMS:
For foil and unlimited Course, $40.

Students can enter at any time and review at plea SOAP AND FANCY ARTICLES
sure.
The usual time to complete the couse is from 8 to
10 weeks.
Good boarding can be
1 $2,50 per week.
Cost of Books, Diploma dc., five dollars.
For full particulars, address
nov 6
McCOY A Co., Columbus, 0.

SNUFF AND

CIGARS,

HEADACHE,

This compound will be found a great promoter
of health, when taken in the spring, to expel the
foul humors which fester in the blood at that sea
son of the year. By the timely expulsion of theitt'
many rankling disorders are nipped in the bud-Multitudes can, bv the aid of this remedy, spare
themselves from the endurance of foul eruptions
and ulcerous sores, through which the system will
strive to rid itself of corruptions, if not assisted to
do this thrwigh the natural channels of the body
by an alterative medicine. Cleanse out tire vitiated
blood whenever yon find its impurities bursting
through the skin’ in pimples, eruptions, or sores t
cleanse it when you find it is obstructed and slug
gish in the veins; cleanse it whenever it is foul,
and your feelings will tell you when. Even where
no particular disorder is felt, people enjoy lietter
health, and live longer, for cleansing the blood.
Keep the blood healthy, and nil is well; but with
this pabulum of life disordered, there can be no
lasting health. Sooner or later something must go
wrong, and the great machinery ol lile is disordered
or overthrown.
Sarsaparilla has, and deserves tnneh. the repute-j
tion of accomplishing these ends. But the world
has been egregiously deceived by preparations of it.
partly because the drug alone has not all the virtue
that is claimed for it, hut more Ijecause many prep
arations, pretending to be concentrated extracts of
it, contain but little of the virtue of Sarsaparilla, or
any tiling else.
During late years the public have be°n misled
by large bottles, pretending to give a quart of Ex
tract of Sarsaparilla for one dollar. Most of these
have been frauds upon the sick, for they not only
contain little, if any, Sarsapaiilla, but often no
curative properties whatever. Hence, bitter and
painful disappointment has followed the use of the
various extracts of Sarsaparilla which flood the
market, until the name itself is justly ^capited. Bili
has become synonymous with Imposition and cheat.
Still wc call this compound Sarsaparilla, and intend
to supply such a remedy as shall rescue the name
from the load of obloquy which rests upon it. And
we think we have ground for believing it has vir
tues which ore irresistible by the ordinary run of
the diseases it is intended to cure. In order to
secure their complete eradication from the system,
the remedy should be judiciously taken according
to directions on the bottle.

SOOTHIN G SYRUP,

Respectfully yours,
JNO. B. SIMONS.

P. S. I have used one box of your Pills, aud
find them excellent.
Belle Vernon, Ohio, Jan. 15,1861
Henry C.Spalding, Esq.,—Sir: Pleaseflnd inclos
ed twenty-five centa, for which send me another bo
of your Cephalic Pills. The) are tru-ly the best
Pills I have ever tried.
A. STOVER, P. M.
Belle Vernon, Wyandot Co.^ 0.
Beverly, Mass., Dec. 11, 1861.
II. C. Hpalding, Esq.,—I wish for some circulars
or large show bills, to bring your Cephalic Pills
more particularly before my customers. If you
have anything of the kind, please send to me.
One of my customers, who is subject to severe
Sick Headache, (usually lasting two days,) was
cured of an attack in one hour by your Pills, which
I sent her.
K espectfully vours,

W. B. WILKES.

Reynoldsburg, Franklin Co., Ohio ?
January 9, J161)
Heury C Spalding—No. 48 Cedar st., N. Y•
Dear Sir: Inclosed find twenty five cents,
(25,) for which send box of “Cephalic Pills.”—
Send to address of Rev. Wm. C. Filler, Reynolds
burg, Franklin Co., Ohio.
Your Pills work like a charm—cure Headache
almost Instanter.
Truly youm,
WM. C. FILLER.
Ypsilanti, Mich., Jan. 14,1861.
Mr. Spalding, Sir:—Not long since I sent to
you for a box of Cpphalic Pills for the cure of the
Nervous Headache and Costiveness, and received
the same, and they had so good an effect that I was
induced to send for more,
Please send bv return mail. Direct to
A. R.' WHEELER, Ypsiiantl, Mich.

RELIEF AND HEALTH TO YOUR INFANTS.
It not only relieves the child from pain, but invig
orates the stomach and bowels, corrects acidity, and
gives tone and energy to the whole system. It will
almost instantly relieve
GRIPING IN THE BOWELS, AND WIND COLIC
and overcome convulsions, which if not speedily rem
edied, end in death. Wo believe it the BEST nnd
SUREST REMEDY IN THE WORLD, in all cases
of DYSENTERY and DTARRCEA IN CHILDREN,
whethor it arrises from teething, or frem any otter
cause. We would say to every mother who has
child suffering from any of the foregoing complaints
—DO NOT LET YOUR PREJUDICES, NOR THE
PREJUDICES OF OTHERS, stand between you
and your suffering child, and the relief that will be
SURE—yes ABSOLUTELY SURE-to follow the
use of this medicine, if timely used. Full directions
for using will accompany each bottle. None genu
ine unless the fac-simile of CURTIS & PERKINS,
New York, is on the outside rapper.
Sold by all Druggists and dealers in medicines
in Knox Connty.
PRINCIPAL OFFICE. 13 Cedar Street, N. Y.
PRICE ONLY' 25 CENTS PER BOTTLE.

March 26, >861.

MNCER

Golden Chair.

MANHOOD,

T

STEWART STOVES,

VV

I

P

T

J OB PRINTING of all kinds neatly and cheaply
executed at,this office^

JAMES G. CHAPMAN,

Juno 3.O..

Omaha City, Neb. Ter.

Purifying the Blood.
They art sugar-coated, eo that the most sensitive can
take them pleasantly, and they are the best aperient in

for all the purposes of a family physic.
Prioo, 25 cents per Fox; Five hoxoa for fcl.OO.
Great numbers ef Clergymen, Phy-irinns,Statesmen,

the world

and eminent personages, have lent their names to cer
tify the unparalleled usefulness of these remedies, but
our space here will not permit the insertion of them.
The Agerit.vbelow named furnish gratis our American
Almanac, in which they are given; with also ft.it
descriptions of the above complaints, and the treatment
that should be followed for their cure.
Do not be put off by unprincipled dealers with other
preparations they make more profit on. Demand
Aykr'8, and take no others. The sick want the best
aid there is for them, and they should have it.
All our Remedies are fax sale by
A. Blanchard, S. W. Lippitt, TV. B. Russell,
nnd by Druggists and dealers everywhere.
Oet30-ly.

FREDER1CKTOWS FOC.WRY.

L. D. RANKIN, Proprietor.

HE subscriber respectfully intorms thceitlxens
of Knox and the surrounding counties that he
continues the Foundry Business in Fredericktown,
Knox county, Ohio, where he manufactures and
keeps on hand a general assortment of

T

PLOWS OF ALL FIN PS,

FUKLONG~FOTTNDRY.

S. DAVIS &. CO.,
MANUFACTURERS OF
MOWERS AND REAPERS
CALLED THE

Mount Vertton Iron Harvester,
HE most simple in construction and perfectin'
its operation, the lightest in draft, and least lia
ble to got out of ordor of any in use. Now if far
mers of Knox and adjoining Counties wish to save

T

MONEY, HORSE FLESH AND TIME,
Come and trv

FURLONG FOUNDRY,
ISAAC. A. ISAACS

Manufactures of Mowers and Reapers, and the above
representations will be realised or no sale. Also,

Sugar Mills
B. D. Evans’
PATENT EVAPORATOR,
UNION HAUL

SPALDING’S PREPARED GLUE
SAVE THE PRICES !
DISPATCH

ECONOMY !

ISAAC A.,ISAACS,
Manufacturer and1 Dealer in

FOR MEN AND BOYS’ WEAR,
Importer and Jobber of Cloths, Cassimeres, Vest
ings, Tailoss’ Trimmings and Furnishing Goods.—
Also, sole agent for the sale of

Singers Celebrated Sewing Machines

CAUTION.
and Storr’s Antomaton, Pressman, and dealer in
As certain unprincipled pereonsare attempting Sewing Machine Needles, Twist, Threads Ac.
to palm off on the unsuspecting public, imitations
of my Prepared Glue, I would caution all persons ISAAC A. ISAACS UNION HALL,
to examine before purchasing, and see that thefull Corner of Superior and Union Streets, Cleveland,
Ohio.
____
April 16.

name,

IEFSPALDING’3 PREPARED GLUE.XP
is on the outside wrapper; all others are swindling
counterfeits..
feb^G.

FOR THE CURE OP

Cosfivcnoss. Jinendi-cc, Oysp'psin, Indprestiov, Dwteatery. Foul Stotncuh, Erysipelas. Headache, Fries,
Rheumatism, Erupti-ns and Skin Diseases, l.trer
Complaint, Dropsy, 'letter. Tumors and Salt Rheum,
Worms, Gout, Neus'algia, as a Dittt.er Pill, and J or

T

SPALDING’S PREPARED GLUE

two

Ayer’s Cathartic Pills,

E

SPALDING’S PREPARED GLUE !

HENRY C. SPALDING,

Ayer’s Cherry Pectoral
has won for itself such a renown for the cure of everv
variety of Throat and Lung Complaint, that it is en
tircly unnecessary for us to fecount the evidence of iw
virtues, wherever it has been employed. As it has long
been in constant use throughout this section, we need
not do more than assure the people its quality is kept
up to the best it ever has been, nnd that it may l>e rciied
on to do lor their relief all it has ever been found to do.

GIN

BTA single bottle of SPALDINGS PREPARED
GLUE will save ten times its cost annuallv,u~ll

No. 48 Cedar Street, New York-

I.OWETH,, MASS.
Six Bottles for $5.

Price, $1 per Bottle]

And a full stock of TIN and COPPER WARE.
Dinner Bells, a splendid article, fine toned and ve
ry cheap, are made at this establishment.
All work manufactured at my establishment will1
be warranted to give entire satisfaction to our cus
Gin its a Remedial AprenT.
tomers, and will b« sold at prices equally as low if
THIS DELICIOUS TONIC STIMULANT, not
lower than similar articles can be had in Mt.
SPECIALLY designed for the use of Medical Vernon. The patronage of the public is solicited.
Profesiion and the Family, having superseded
marl5
L. D. RANKIN.
the so-cnlled “ Gint,” “Aromatic,” “Medicated,”
“ Schnapps,” etc., is now endorsed by all of the pro
A CARO.
minent physicians, chemists ana connoisseurs, as
IIE undersigned wishes to say that he is still at
possessing all of those intrinsic medicinal qualities
the old Stand on High Street, West of the K. R.
(tonic and diuretic) which belong to the OLD and
Depot known as the Furlong Foundry, which is now
PURE Gin. Put up in quart bottles and sold by all in full operation. He is ready to greet all his old
druggists; groesrs, eto.
riends and patrons with a pleasant smile, a warm
A. M. BININGER A CO.,
shake of the band, social chatand then furnish them
(Established in 1778.)
Sole Proprietors,
with any thing in the line of business they are to'
No. 19 Broad street, N. Y.
be supplied with at this place. The same business
For sale by D. S. BARNES 4 Co., No. 31 Park is continued here as you will see by advertisement.
Row, New York.
Come on Fanners and all others and support home'
Our long experience and familiarly* with the re industry.M. C. FURLONG.
quirements of Druggists, and our superior business
facilities, enable us to furnish them with choice Li
quors for medical and family use.
jan 22-yl

Pills) is rapidly increasing.
From the Gazette, Davenport, Iowa,
Mr. Spalding would not connect his nams with
an article he did not know to possess real merit.
From the Advertiser, Providence, R. I.
in
The testimony in their favor is strong, from the
most respectable quarters.

ET “A Stitch in Timk Saves Nine,”
As accidents will happen, even in well regula
ted families, it is very desirable to have some cheap
and convenient way for repairing Furniture, Toys,
Crockery, &c.
SPALDING’S PREPARED GLUE
meets all such emergencies, and no household can
afford to be without it. It is always ready, and
up to the sticking point.
“USEFUL IN EVERY HOUSE.”
N. B.—A Brush accompanies each Bottle. Price
25 cents.
Address,

prepaRild ry

Dli. J. C. AY Fit & CO.

COOKING. PARLOR <fc OFFICE STOVES.

CHAIR AND BEDSTEAD JIANliFACTORV,

O

Cppositc. the Weddell House, Cleveland, Ohio.
[May5.j
a. biuifahd.

CEPHALIC PILLS,

P

H

». u. burrjdcb

mature grave, rather than let their condition be
known in time, the latter are often so mixed up with
the excitement oi business, that if it were not for
48 Cedar Street, New York.
you, they too, would travel in the same downward
path until it is too late to arrest their final fall.—
THE FOLLOWING ENDORSEMENTS OF But the mother is always vigilant, and to you we
SPALDING’S
confidently appeal; for we are sure your never-failing
affection will unerringly point you to PROF. WOOD’S
RESTORATIVE CORDIAL AND BLOOD RENOOATOR as the remedy which should bo always on
WILL CONVINCE ALL WHO BUFFER FROM
'
hand in time of need.
O.J. WOOD, Proprietor, 444 Broadway,New York,
That a speedy and sure cure is within 'heir reach. and 114 Market Street, St. Louis, Mo., and sold by
At these testimonials were unsolicited by Air. Spalding, all good Druggists. Price One Dollar per Bottle.
For sale byJas. Blanchard, Mt. Vernon.
they afford unqueslionale proof of the efficacy
May 7, 1861.
of this truly scientific discovery,
Masonville, Conn., Feb. 5, iPCl.
Mr. Spalding—Sir: I tried your Cephalic Pills
and I like them so well that I want you to send me
two dollars worth more.
Part of these are for the neighbors, to whom I
gave a few out of the first box I got from you.
Send the Pills by mail, aud oblige
Your ob’t Servant.
JAMES KENNEDY.
Haverford, Pa., Feb. 6,1861.
MRS. WIXSLOW,
Mr. Spalding—Sir: I wish you to send me one An experienced Nurse and Female Physician, pre
more box of your Cephalic Pill, I have received a
sents to the attention of mothers, her
great deal of benefit from them.
Yours respectfully,
FOR CHILDREN TEETHING,
MARY ANN STOIKHOUSE.
which greatly facilitates the process of teething, by
Spruce Creek, Huntington Co , Pa ,1
softening the gums, reducion all inflamation—will
January IS, 1861.
)
II. C. Spalding—Sir: You will please send me allav all pain and spasmodic action, nnd is
Mlii: T4» KE«jI7I,ATK THE BO WEl.P.
two boxes of yur Cephalic Pills. Send them im
Depend upon it, mothers, it will give rest to your
mediately.
selves. and

MEDICINES,

AVE on hand a very large assortment of the
daniel mcdowell,
most modern improved Cook and Parlor Stoves, HOW LOST, HOW RESTORED.
AKES pleasure in announcing
for both wood and coal, which they will guarantee
Just published in a Sealed Envelope,
to the citizem of Mt. Vernon
togive entire satisfaction in their operation. Their
N THE NATURE, TRATMENT AND RADI
and vicinity, that having been
aaortment of House Furnishing Goods i» also large
CAL CURE OF SPERMATORRHtEA, or Sem
the business for 39 years, in this
embracing
inal Weakness, Sexual Debility, Nervousness and in
place, he continues to manufacture
voluntary emissions, inducing impotency, and Men
CHAIKSand BEDSTEADS of every
CARPET SWEEPERS,
tal Physical Incapacity.
description, at his stand in BanBy ROB. J. CULVERWELL, M. D.,
uing
’s Building where he hopes,
SILVER, BRITANIA.
The important fact that the awful consequences of
by making good work, and selling
self-abuse may be effectually removed without in
at low prices, to receive a continua
TIN, JAPAN,
ternal Medicine and without dangerous applications
of caustics, instruments, medicated bougies, and ion of thel iberal patronage that has heretofore been
extended
to
him.
All his work is made of the very
WOODEN AND WILLOW WARE,
other empirical devices, is here clearly demonstrated,
and the entirely new and highly sucressful treat best material, and will be warranted to give entire
W iihalraosievery useful article from the kitchon to ment, as adopted by the oelebrated author fully ex satisfaction. Tha patronage of the public is resthe parlor. Also, alargestook of the oelebrated
plained, by means of which every one is enabled to pectfully solicited._______________________ jy!2:y
cure himself perfectly, and at the leastnosaible cost,
J. B. BELL,
thereby avoiding all the advertised nostrums of the
GENERAL REAL ESTATE AGENT,
day. This Lecture will prove a boon to thousands.
SUPERIOR, WISCONSIN,
Sent under seal to any address,post paid, on the
Which will pay for itself in the saving of fuel,over receipt of two postage stamps, by addressing Dr. J. FT7TLL select and enter Lands, locate Land Warany other stove, in every 18 months use.
rants, and buy and sell Real Estate.
C. KLINE, M. D., 127 Bowery, New York, Post
Remember the House Furnishing Establishment. Office Box 4586.
Particular attention paid to Conveyancing, Paying
March 19,1861-ly.
We are still doing all' kinds of Jobbing in Copper,
Taxes, Loaning and Investing Money, and examin
Tin aud Sheet Iron, at short notice and low rates.
Bown & Tetley,
ing Titles.
All the above artioles will be sold at reduced prices,
Refer to Judge Valey and Eug. Burnand,New
A*o. 136 Wood Street, Pittsburgh,
for cash, at JAMES HUNTSBERRY & SON’S.
York* Wm. Dunbar and L. Harper, Mt. Vernon,
RIFLE MANUFACTURERS,
Marshall
A Co.,Bankers, and Geo. Willis A. Gorman,
mar22:tf
MPORTERS and dealers in double and single bar
rel shotguns, sporting apparatus, gun makers ma St. Paul, Minn.; Wm. H. Newton, Geo. E. Nettleton,
WM BLYNN,
May 20.
terials,hasjustreceived, by Express, direct from theSuperior; Wm. Mann Rahway, N. J.
Having removed to
manufacturers,a splendid assortment of Celt’s Repeat
Land
Warrants.
NO. IG BUCKEYE BLOCK,
ing Pistols, fonr.five and sixinchbarrels,all of which
ERSONS having 160 acre Land Warrants, by
RUSTS that hie friends will not fail to find him we will sell for cash at as low prices as they can be
sending them to the undersigned, can have them
at his new location. He will soon, make an adi boughtin thecity of New York. Persons going to
loaned to pre-emptors of the public lands, at
dition to his already large stock, a new assortment Australia
o
and California will find thatthey can do bet
hundred
and fifty dollars, payable in one year, se
ter by purchasing theireqnipage at home,than they
Watches, Jewelry and Silver Ware,
can amongstraDgers—as we give persons a chance to cured by the land entered with the warrant
Fancy Articles for the Holiday*.
This is an excellent chanoe for investment, the
He shall aim, in goods, prices, and attention, try any of the above pistols before leaving thecity,
lender being rendered doubly safe, by having the
nd in ca e of a failure we refund the money.
to please the public.
[Columbus, 0, Nov. 29.
benefit
of the settlers improvements and selection o
Sept. ll:tfB0WN A TETLEY.
!
the finest lands in the West.
PATENT OFFICE AGENCY.

Pfuo Carding and Spinning: Carding Rolls and
,h-Dressing done on Short Notioe. All work
'Ranted done in the best manner and as cheap as
L rheapest.
,imo1 Will he received at the Old Factory at La
ne and work returned.
H-E. WILKINSON. ,
’jus019,
‘

FRTCE, 25 CENTS.

All orders should be addressed to
HENRY C. SPALDING,

From-the Examiner, Norfolk,Va.
Cephalic Pills accomplish the object for which
they were made, vix: Cure of Headache In all
forms.
From the Examiner,Norfolk, Va.
BURNETT’S COCOINE,
They have been tested in more than a thousand
cases, with entire success.
BURNETT’S KOLLISTON,
From the Democrat, St, Cloud, Minn.
If you are, or have been troubled with the head
BURNETT
’
S
L0RIMEL,
ache,send for a box, (Cephalic Pills,) so that you
$35.00
may have them in case of an attack.
AYS the entire cost for Tuition in the most pop
COAL
OIL
AND
COAL
OIL
LAMPS.
From the Advertiser, Providence, R. I.
ular and succefsful Commercial School in the
The Cephalic Pills are said to be a remarkably
country. Upwards of Twelve Hundred young men
effective remedy for the headache, and one of the
from twenty-eight different States, have been edu
MAMUFACTURER OF
very best for that very frequent complaint which
cated for business here within the past three years,
some of whom have been employed as Book-keepers
has ever been discovered
BLANCHARD
’
S
INDIAN
LINIMENT
AND
From the Western R. R. Gazette, Chicago, HI.
at salaries of
We heartily endorso Mr. Spalding, and his unri
2,000 Per Annum,
AMAZONIAN COUGH BALSOM.
immediately upon graduating, who knew nothing of
valled Cephalic Pills.
accounts when they entered the College.
From the Kanawha Valley Star, Kanawha, Va.
Particular care in compounding Physicians Pre
Ministers’ sons at half price. Students enWe are suie that persons suffering with the
scription
and
in
preparing
recipes
of
all
kinds.
tor at any time, and review when they please, with
headache, who try them, will stick to them.
Jan.
29,
I860,
____________________
out extra charge.
From the Southern Path Finder, New Orleans, La.
For Catalogues of 86 pages, specimens of Prof.
Try them! you that are afflicted, and we are
Cowley’s Business and Ornamental Penmanship, and
sure that your testimony can be added to the al
a large Engraving of the College, inclose twenty-five
numerous list that has received benefits that
Banning Building, opp. Woodward Block, ready
cents in postage stamps to the Principals,
no other medicine can produce.
MOUNT VERNON, 0.
JENKINS A SMITH,
From the St. Louis Democrat.
Sign of the Red Bedstead, and
jan 22-ly
Pittsburgh, Pa.
The immense demand for the article (Cephalic

FAMILY

Blotches, Tumors, Salt Rhsum, Scat.d Head,
Syphilis and Syvhii.itic affections. Mercurial
Disease, Dropsy, Neuralgia or Tic Douloureux,
Debility, Dyspepsia and Indigestion, Erysipe
las, Kose or St. Anthony’s Fire, and indeed the
whole class of complaints arising from Impurity
of the Blood.

Mothers Try It.
Sold by Drofigists and all other Dealers in Med
And to yon we appeal, to detect the illness or de
icines.
not only of your daughters before it be too
A Box will be sent by mail,prepaid, on'receipt cline
late, but also your sons and husbands, for while the
of the
former front false delicacy, often go down to a pre

ign. Ornamental and Fresco Painter,

WASHING MACHINE!

A compound remedy, designed to be the mo«it ef
fectual Alterative that wm be made. It is a con
S precisely what its name indicates, for while centrated extract of Para Sarsaparilla, so conibined;
pleasant to the taste, it is revivifying, exhilara with other substances of still greater alterative
ting and strengthening to the vital powers. It alsopower as to afford an effective antidote for the
revivifies, reinstates and renews the blood in all its diseases Sarsaparilla is reputed to cure. It is be
original purity, and thus restores and renders the lieved that such a remedy is wanted by those who
system invulnerable to attacks of disease. It is the suffer from Strumous complaints, nnd that one
only preparation ever offered to the woild in a popu •which will accomplish their cure must prove of
lar form so as to be within the reach of all.
immense service to this large class of our afflicted
So chemically nnd skillfully combined as to be the fellow-citizens. How completely this compound
most powerful tonic, and yet so perfeetly adapted so
as to act in perfect accordance with the laics of nature, will do it has been proven by experiment on many
and hence soothe the weakest stomach and tone up the of the worst cases to be found of the following
digestive organs, and allay all Dervous nnd other ir complaints: —
ScKOFULA AXn SCROFULOUS CoVPLAINTS, ERUP
ritation. It is also perfeetly exhilarating in its effects
and yet it is never followed by lassitude or depres TIONS and Eruptive Diseases, Ulcers, Pimples,

BLOOD RENOVATOR.

AT —

On Alain Street, orer Haulc’s Saddle and Harness
South-West corner of Main and Gambier streets,
Shop, Second Floor, Opposite Russell,
Mt. Vernon, Ohio.
ap go
Sturges & Co's Bonk,

INFANTS,

AtUrney at Lav and Notary Public,
ovrio*—in wiun’s new buildixq,

AND

Cheaper than Ever!

D.

Ayer’s Sarsaparilla,

RESTORATIVE CORDIAL

SPRING GOODS!

HAVE JUST OPENED

COTTON & BANE,

. 11 :tf.

WILLIAM WELLS

PROF. O. J. WOOD’S

NEW

McFARLAKD & WELLS

I

WM. L. UK.

M«T W. OOTTOM.

MT. VERNON BUSINESS.

QANTITY of the celebrated Hamburg Cheese
just received at the Old Corner.
Feb. 26,’6IV
G.M.FAY,

A

Patented March 20th, 1860. These mills are heavy
cast iron, and by uso, proved last fall to he unex
celled by any in these parts; and as for the Evapora
tor, it is the best adapted to the business,of any
pattent yet in use, and is so constructed, that tha
furnaee part serves for a stove, for a kitchen or cook
ing vegetables for stock, and all its advantages overothers for convenience, has to bo seen and used tobo properly appreciated. Those wishing to pur
chase will be but wise to examine this before buy
ing elsewhere.
Also, THRASHING MACHINES, all of the va
rious stylos and descriptions made andrepaired that
was formerly made hero. Also, Plows and Plow
Shares. Wholesale and Retail; of the Long Plow,
right and left from No. 1 to No. 5; Hiser right and
left; Crist do.; Hutchison left. The Mt. Vernon
Iron right, left, and the Clipper and Combination
Plow with the Steel Mole Board, Double Shovels,
Ac., Ac. Also Scrapers with cost points, an excellentarticle. Also, Castings, Machinery, Ao.to order.». DAVIS A CO.
Apr24.
M. C. Furlong, Gen. Ag’t.

W. P. COOKE & CO.,
WHOLESALE DEALERS IN

Leather, Hides and Oil,
SHOE FINDINGS,

SHEEP PELTS AND W0&L.
No. 35 Water Street,

^I.KVKI.ANtn, OHIO.

Particular attention paid to orders.
W. P. COOKB.

E. DBSIS

Oleveland April
BLANKS of all kinds for sale at this Office.

